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歷轉
Respect for architecture has varied widely, but in all societies structures that prove adaptable
to new uses have frequently had very long lives. When architecture of high symbolic value is
considered worthy of conservation, the aspects of importance can be very different.
Arguments still rage in international architectural circles between those who would see
pedantic preservation of the status quo and those who see new and old, carefully balanced:
the one used to emphasise the character of the other.

There has been an increased awareness of the value of building fabric as a ‘container’ of our
daily lives.

Life cycle assessment of our buildings has become an important means of

deciding whether it is best to preserve, re-adapt or re-build. Instead of deciding upon the
retention of a building for purely architectural or historical reasons, questions are asked by
professionals about what uses an old building might be put to or whether in a new
development the old and new can co-exist to rejuvenate a socially richer city. The Beijing 798
has become an internationally renowned art and cultural hub re-developed from the old
factory, while Shanghai Sintiandi sets an architectural model through the introduction of a
new and innovative approach of property development to the existing historical fabric.

續賢
Hong Kong has recently begun to show a greater respect for its architectural history through
the official acknowledgement of important monuments. Apart from addressing our heritage,
the new sensitivity to global environmental issues has led to a wider understanding of the
sustainable qualities of our city and territory, and the need to design new buildings with these
as a high priority. Increased social affluence has led to a rise of expectations in architectural
design quality, and so there will be a greater awareness of the need to anticipate that change
by the design of re-adaptable space for the nowadays and future need. The alteration and
addition of existing buildings offers value-added design opportunities in exploring spatial
efficiency and functional flexibility within the ever-changing pace of our city.

This edition of the HKIA Journal demonstrates forcefully that there is a wish in Hong Kong to
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preserve the best that we have, and to look at new ways of combining the existing and
re-adapting it to strengthen and enrich the new. The vibrant life and spirit of Hong Kong is
inspiring us to move towards a new definition of ever greener way of life.

Time transcends Quality!

蔡錦龍
FRANKY CHOI
Editor-in-Chief

President’s Message
Dear Members,
The President together with representatives
of Council made the following visits /
attended net-working events with partnering
organizations:

1 June - Mrs. Priscilla Tam Dai Wai
Ming, Assistant Director
(Architectural), Architectural
Services Department

The government will continue to invest in the
hardware of urban construction, and also
constantly upgrade the software such as
urban management and heritage
conservation.

The issue of HKIA proposed list of practices
and proposed uplift of project limit of Band II
consultants were brought up at the meeting.

6 April - Media Lunch
Council members expressed their views on
topics such as challenges faced by young
architects, difficulties in establishing
architectural practice in Mainland China and
mid-air garden.
14 April - Courtesy Lunch hosted by AIA
(HK) Chapter
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22 May - 13th Graduation Show, ARCH,
CUHK

3 April - Ms. Eva Cheng, Secretary of
Transport and Housing Bureau –
Courtesy Visit

5 April - Mr. Jark-pui Lee OBE JP,
Chairman of Agency for
Volunteer Service

PATRON 贊助人
The Hon Donald TSANG Yam-Kuen
Chief Executive, HKSAR
曾蔭權先生
香港特別行政區政府行政長官

13 May - Joint Institute Dinner hosted by
HKIS

Possible future cooperation between HKIA
and AIA was explored.
16 April - Association of Architectural
Practices
HKIA and AAP aims for a united front to
combat against financial tsunami, to share
research findings undertaken by respective
organizations and to voice out concerns of
architectural practices to the Government.

2 June - HKSAR Chief Secretary’s forum
in Shenzhen
5 June - Hong Kong Housing Society on
Operation Building Bright
Scheme
9 June - HKIA Fellowship Dinner in
Guangzhou
HKIA expressed interest in holding the
'Guangdong Forum' & 'Architectural Awards
in Mainland' and will solicit for sponsorship.
12 June - Degree Show, Department of
Architecture, HKU
13 June - Invitation from the Urban
Renewal Authority to HKIA for
facilitation of a discussion
session on heritage
preservation and revitalization.
20 June - Launching of the Urban
Renewal Strategy Review Public Engagement,
Development Bureau

16 April - Mrs. Carrie Yau, Permanent
Secretary for the Home Affairs
Bureau – Courtesy Visit

A series of forum or topical discussion
events are open for registration.

HKIA proposed public housing management
of Hong Kong could be used by mainland
housing departments and brought up the
importance of sustainability of urban
architecture.

26 June - Proposal for Architectural
Graduate Trainee Programme
submitted to Commerce and
Economic Development Bureau
(Communications and
Technology).

17 April - Mrs. Rita Lau, Secretary for
Commerce & Economic
Development – Courtesy Visit
The meeting highlighted the possible
bidding of the UIA and ARCASIA
Conference to be held in Hong Kong.
20 April - Meeting with the Consulate
General of the United Arab
Emirates
It was organized to provide an update with a
view to facilitate registration of professionals
in UAE countries. Relevant details of the
HKIA Incorporation Ordinance and
qualification/ membership register matters
were sent to the Consulate.

27 June - The Hong Kong Coalition of
Professional Services Summer
Internship Program for the Tin
Shui Wai Students
7 architectural practices have joined the
program.
Building Healthy Kowloon City
Prof Edwin Chan was nominated as a HKIA
representative to join the working group
under the Building Healthy Kowloon City
Association Limited. The 1st meeting will be
held in mid July.

會長的話
Council’s Dinner with Past Presidents

親愛的會員，

6月20日﹣發展局展開《市區重建策略》檢討

The Council visited Ho Tao, Past President
prior to the dinner. The dinner held on
Thursday, 21 May 2009 was warmly
received by Past Presidents including Mr.
Edwin Wong, Mr. Andrew Lee, Mr. Ronald
Poon, Mr. James Kinoshita, Mr. Stephen
Poon, the Hon. Patrick Lau, Prof Bernard
Lim and Dr Ronald Lu.

會長與理事會代表聯同業界友好伙伴拜訪/
出席以下聯繫活動：

公眾論壇、專題討論系列開始正式接受報
名。

4月3日﹣運輸及房屋局局長鄭汝樺女士

6月26日﹣建築系畢業生實習建議書已提交
商務及經濟發展局（通訊及科技）

HKIA Dragonboat Team and Football
Team
President congratulated the HKIA
Dragonboat team on winning the Champion
of the Professional Team this year and the
HKIA Football team for winning 3 matches at
the Joint Professionals’ Football League.
Bruce Lee' museum in Hong Kong
Design Competition
Anna Kwong, President, Prof Bernard Lim,
Past President and Connie Lam, Chair of
Competition
Committee
joined
the
Organization Committee of Bruce Lee'
museum in Hong Kong Design Competition.
Hong Kong –Shenzhen Bi-city Biennale
of Architecture and Urbanism 2009
The official Opening Ceremony was
tentatively scheduled for 4 December 2009
in the West Kowloon Cultural District. HK$ 5
million government funding will be available
in July.
Architecture Award in China
The Council will consider setting up a
Taskforce for Architecture Award in China.
Overseas Excursions
A tour to Taiwan and Middle East in
September
and
October
2009
respectively will be organized by the
Hong
Kong
Trade
Development
Council. The exact date will be
confirmed.
HKIA Annual Dinner 2009
This year’s annual dinner will be held on
21 November 2009 at the Hong Kong
Football Club. Sports event for young
members and senior members may be
organized as a package.
Anna S Y KWONG, MH, FHKIA
President
The Hong Kong Institute of Architects

政府將繼續投資市區建設的硬件並不斷地提
高, 市區管理及古蹟文物保育等軟件工作。
4月5日﹣義務工作發展局主席李澤培SBS,
OBE太平紳士
4月6日﹣傳媒午餐會
理事表達他們的關注,如青年建築師所面對挑
戰，在中國內地成立建築師事務所的困難以
及空中花園。
4月14日﹣美國建築師學會午餐會
探討香港建築師學會與美國建築師學會香港
分會合作未來的機會。
4月16日﹣建築師事務所商會
香港建築師學會與建築師事務所商會攜手共
同對抗金融海嘯，分享有關機構的研究結果
及向政府表達建築師事務所的關注。
4月16日﹣民政事務局常任秘書長
尤曾家麗女士
香港建築師學會建議香港公共房屋管理可在
中國內地房屋部推行，以及提出市區建築物
可持續發展的重要性。
4月17日﹣拜訪商務及經濟發展局
劉吳惠蘭女士
會議重點為爭取國際建築師協會及亞洲建築
師協會在香港舉行會議的可能。
4月20日﹣阿拉伯聯合大公國領事館會議

6月27日﹣香港專業聯盟天水圍學生暑期
實習計劃
7 間建築師事務所已參與此計劃。

建設「健康九龍城」
陳漢雲教授被學會提名參與建設「健康九龍
城」協會屬下工作小組之代表。第一次會議
將於7月中舉行。
理事會與前任會長的晚宴
該晚宴於2009年5月21日舉行並得到前任會
長包括黃漢威、李景勳、潘祖堯、木下一、
潘承梓、劉秀成議員、林雲峰教授、呂元祥
博士到場，表示熱烈支持。
香港建築師學會龍舟隊及足球隊
會長祝賀學會龍舟隊奪得今年香港國際龍舟
邀請賽-專業團體盃冠軍，以及學會足球隊在
聯合專業人士足球聯賽中3場比賽獲勝。
李小龍展覽館香港設計比賽
會長鄺心怡、前任會長林雲峰教授及建築設
計比賽委員會主席林康祺參與李小龍展覽館
香港設計比賽委會。
香港-深圳城市/建築雙城雙年展
開幕典禮暫定為2009年12月4日於西九龍文
化區舉行。香港特區政府贊助的
港幣500萬圓將於七月就緒。

提供領事館最新視野促進專業人士在阿拉伯
聯合大公國辦理登記。 有關香港建築師學會
法團條例及會員登記資格事議的細節將寄到
阿拉伯聯合大公國領事館。

中國建築獎

5月13日﹣香港規劃師學會主持五會聯合晚宴

海外考察

5月22日﹣香港中文大學建築學系第十三屆
碩士畢業作品展

香港貿易發展局將分別於9月和10月期間組
團到台灣團及中東考察。確實日期容後公
報。

6月1日﹣建築署總部助理署長(建築設計)
譚戴慧明女士

2009香港建築師學會周年晚會

會上談及學會建設的建築師事務所建議名
單問題及建議提升第二組建築顧問的合約
限制。

理事會考慮成立專責小組統籌內地建築獎事
宜。

我們將於2009年11月21日星期六假香港足
球會舉辦香港建築師學會周年晚會。 屆時學
會會考慮組織一系列活動給予不同年齡會員
參與。

6月5日﹣香港房屋協會樓宇更新大行動計劃
6月9日﹣在廣州舉行香港建築師學會會員
聯誼晚宴

香港建築師學會會長

鄺心怡
榮譽勳章 香港建築師學會資深會員

香港建築師學會有興趣在廣東省舉行研討會
及中國建築獎，並打算尋求贊助。
6月12日﹣香港大學建築系畢業展
6月13日﹣市區重建局邀請香港建築師學會參
與文物保育及活化促進討論會議。
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20-May-2009

13

20-May-2009

14

21-May-2009

15

21-May-2009

1~3 HKIA Annual Awards 2008 Press Conference
香港建築師學會2008年年獎 - 記者招待會

7~11 Annual Awards 2008 Prize Presentation & Exhibition Opening Ceremony
2008年年獎頒獎暨開幕典禮

4~5 CPD Seminar - Education Futures Ne[x]t Generation
Learning Environments

12~13 HKIA Heritage Seminar Series : Saving Our Global Heritage

6

Informal Lunch with Mr. Cho Yan Chiu

18 HKIA Journal

14~15 Council Dinner with Past Presidents

16

22-May-2009

17

23-May-2009

18

23-May-2009

19

23-May-2009
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26-May-2009
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26-May-2009
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30-May-2009
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30-May-2009
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12-Jun-2009
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12-Jun-2009
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17-Jun-2009
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18-Jun-2009

28

18-Jun-2009

29

18-Jun-2009

30

18-Jun-2009

16

CPD Seminar Series on Contract Conditions 2005 - An Overview
of the Standard form of Building Contract 2005 Edition

17~19 CPD Site Visit - Adaptive Re-use of the Former Marine Police
Headquarters Compounds
20~21 Post Japan Trip Briefing
22~23 2009 International Dragon Boat Regatta 2009年國際龍舟比賽

24~25 CPD Seminar Series on Contract Conditions 2005 : Standard Form of
Building Contract Certificate & Completion (Standard Form 2005)
26

Lunch with Ms Anson Chan

27~30 New Members Welcoming Party and HKIA Certificate
Presentation Ceremony 2009
2009年度會員迎新派對暨香港建築師學會證書頒發儀式
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22-Jun-2009

40

8-Jul-2009
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11-Jul-2009
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11-Jul-2009

43

11-Jul-2009

44

11-Jul-2009

45

11-Jul-2009

31

HKGBC Action Group on BEAM Professional & Associate meeting

32

CPD Seminar:Technology of Waterproofing and Leakage
Repair Works

33~35 CPD Site Visits to HKIA Annual Awards 2008 award winning projects:
Jockey Club Creative Arts Centre & Caritas Lok Kan School
20 HKIA Journal

36~39 HKIA Second Quarterly General Meeting (QGM) 2009
2009年香港建築師學會第二季季度大會
40

CPD Seminar - Construction Contractual Arrangement
and Cost Control in China

41~42 Jury Meeting of “Disappearing HK” Photo Competition 2008
43~45 HKIA + PGBC Forum on Building Design to Foster A
Quality and Sustainable Built Environment

46

17-Jul-2009

47

17-Jul-2009

48

22-Jul-2009

49

22-Jul-2009
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22-Jul-2009
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22-Jul-2009
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23-Jul-2009
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27-Jul-2009
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27-Jul-2009
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30-Jul-2009

57

10-Aug-2009

58

14-Aug-2009

59

14-Aug-2009

60

15-Aug-2009

46~47 CPD Seminar: How to make Hong Kong a better place for architect?
48

56

CPD Seminar: Meeting Challenges to Directors: Insight from the Financial
Tsunami, by Dr. Carlye Tsui, CEO of the Hong Kong Institute of Directors
持續進修講座：董事如何迎接挑戰：金融海嘯的啟示

57

CPD Seminar: Universal Accessibility - the New Design Paradigm
for the 21st Century

CPD Seminar Series on Contract Conditions 2005: Extension of
Time and Claims for Loss of Expenses

49~51 PGBC Technical Seminar 4/2009 - Energy and Carbon Audits
52~53 CPD Seminar on Minimal invasive Architecture

58~59 Welcome dinner with Mrs. Marigold Lau, JP, Director of Architectural Services
54~55 CPD Seminar: Jørn Utzon's Sydney Opera House by Katarina Stübe 60 Joint Professional 1 day Football Tournament
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Construction vs. Operation
Maintaining the centre in full operation
through out the construction period is
another challenge to the Expansion
Project. The pedestrian tunnel designed
with steel structure protection and FRP
building material was constructed to
maintain the smooth and impeded access
between the Harbour Road Entrance at
Phase I and the Phase II building, which is
the major access to the centre. As the
Stage 1 pedestrian tunnel locates at the
Level 1 foyer area, it had to be diverted to
the Stage 2 pedestrian tunnel to facilitate
the construction works in the west.
With the HKCEC Expansion Project,
several areas in the existing Phase I and II
buildings had to be modified. These
addition and alteration works were at all
floors at the Phase I and Phase II interface
of
the
Expansion
Project.
Clear
demarcation and precautionary measures
between the construction site and the area
under normal operation were provided.
With the close coordination between the
construction and operation team and the
proper planning of works, the construction
were carried out in a safe manner with
minimal nuisance to the centre.

Green Roof

Bridge to the Future
The construction works of the HKCEC
Expansion project commenced in May
2006. It was a very challenging project in
terms of design, planning and on-site
construction works. The project had to be
completed in three years with lots of site
constraints. The building is over the 90m
wide water channel without any working
area at ground. Temporary marine
platform was constructed over the water
channel to make the construction works
possible. The project was completed in
April 2009 and the Expansion Project was
in stage operation starting from early May
2009.

L2 Plan - Pedestrian Tunnel Stage 1

With the completion of the HKCEC
Expansion Project, it does not only
connect the HKCEC Phase I and II
building, it also bridges to the future of the
HKCEC development.

L2 Plan - Pedestrian Tunnel Stage 2
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Maintaining the centre in full operation
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Project. The pedestrian tunnel designed
with steel structure protection and FRP
building material was constructed to
maintain the smooth and impeded access
between the Harbour Road Entrance at
Phase I and the Phase II building, which is
the major access to the centre. As the
Stage 1 pedestrian tunnel locates at the
Level 1 foyer area, it had to be diverted to
the Stage 2 pedestrian tunnel to facilitate
the construction works in the west.
With the HKCEC Expansion Project,
several areas in the existing Phase I and II
buildings had to be modified. These
addition and alteration works were at all
floors at the Phase I and Phase II interface
of
the
Expansion
Project.
Clear
demarcation and precautionary measures
between the construction site and the area
under normal operation were provided.
With the close coordination between the
construction and operation team and the
proper planning of works, the construction
were carried out in a safe manner with
minimal nuisance to the centre.
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Bridge to the Future
The construction works of the HKCEC
Expansion project commenced in May
2006. It was a very challenging project in
terms of design, planning and on-site
construction works. The project had to be
completed in three years with lots of site
constraints. The building is over the 90m
wide water channel without any working
area at ground. Temporary marine
platform was constructed over the water
channel to make the construction works
possible. The project was completed in
April 2009 and the Expansion Project was
in stage operation starting from early May
2009.

L2 Plan - Pedestrian Tunnel Stage 1

With the completion of the HKCEC
Expansion Project, it does not only
connect the HKCEC Phase I and II
building, it also bridges to the future of the
HKCEC development.

L2 Plan - Pedestrian Tunnel Stage 2
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The new residential development together with the existing pre-war shop
houses have became an integral component of the local neighbourhood and
community.

Wo Chong Pawn Shop
Simon Kwan & Associates Ltd
Introduction
The adaptive re-use of the existing pre-war shophouses at Nos.
60-66 Johnston Road, Wan Chai, was part of the Development
Scheme Plan approved by the Chief Executive-in-Council in
September 1999. The intention of this re-development of a site at
Johnston Road was to optimize its development potential,
restructure its street pattern and improve the environmental aspects
of Old Wan Chai South with the proposed commercial / residential
development, the upgrading of Tai Wong Street West and peripheral
areas of Ship Street, Tai Wong Street East and Johnston Road. The
development consists of 30 residential storeys, 3-storey commercial
floors and 1-storey podium garden and 3-storey recreational
facilities.

A new identity has been established with the integration of the existing pre-war
shop houses and the new residential development along Johnston Road.
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Wanchai c. 1930 – the newly reclaimed land at the harbour front and the built up area containing street blocks between Queen’s Road East and Johnston Road
(approximate location of nos. 60-66 arrowed)

Historical Significance

The old shophouses at nos. 60–66 Johnston Road (arrowed) viewed from Luard Road, 1932. On the left
is Southern Playground.

Before Restoration

The existing pre-war shop houses at Nos.
60-66 Johnston Road have always been a
focus along the tramline of Johnston Road
with an identifiable image long established
for the community. With the integration of
the historical buildings with the residential
development, a ne w i d e n t i t y h a s
established and yet, the existence of the
historical buildings echo the history,
creating a dynamic place where the old

After Restoration

and the new, past, present and the future
are integrated as one through the
a r c h i t ec t u r e a n d u s a g e . T h e n e w
residential development together with the
existing pre-war shop houses have
became an integral component of the local
neighbourhood and community and at the
same time, creating a highly
representative piece of architecture that
attracts people.

The historical buildings at No. 60-66
Johnston Road represent the rare
surviving examples of typical shophouses,
which were once the most common
building type in Hong Kong, typical and
diagnostic to this trading harbour. It is a
row of four typical verandah type building,
which is believed to be built as late as
early 20th century to 1920s. The
significant feature of these buildings is that
they are read as one, forming a continuous
façade facing Johnston Road. Nos. 60-64
had been heavily altered and rebuilt in the
past.
No. 66 was occupied by the Wo Cheong
Pawn Shop and the original structure is
more intact. It is characterized by the
large balconies with original bottle-shape
terracotta balustrades and original timber
French doors open to the balconies. The
existing ornamental terrazzo decorative
wall finishes, original granite columns and
pawn shop signage are dominant external
features at street level. The shop sign of
the pawnshop in bold Chinese characters
were patterned by rubbed terrazzo on the
front and side façade. Both the rubbed
terrazzo Chinese characters and the
signage have become the landmark for
many residents and users of the area. No.
66 Johnston Road is also significant in the
fine details demonstrated at the shop front
on the ground floor.
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Enlarged circular enclosure to original granite columns and original rubbed
terrazzo Chinese characters on shop front of Pawnshop.

After Restoration, the rubbed terrazzo shop front was preserved.

After Restoration, granite columns were preserved.

Adaptive Reuse
Change is an inevitable part of life and it
should be celebrated rather than
regretted. The change does not require a
total abandonment of the past. Adaptive
re-use (or rehabilitation) is the process of
returning a property to a usable state
through repair or alteration.
Adaptive
re-use makes possible an efficient
contemporary use while preserving those
portions and features that are significant to
the property’s historical, architectural, and
cultural values. It is important that these
pre-war shophouses should fulfill a useful
32 HKIA Journal

Original pawn shop signage after restoration

function and hence, directly or indirectly
give a return on the capital being invested
in them. Nevertheless, the buildings have
to earn their keep in order to be
maintained.
ntegration with the New Residential
Development
To preserve such a small scale historical
buildings for Nos. 60-66 Johnston Road is
hard to be achieved with their limit of
spaces, therefore, the integration with the
new residential development is a solution
that makes the historical buildings

compatible with a new function for which
they were not originally intended for.
The new residential structure supports the
historical buildings to meet modern
requirements for effective operation of the
facilities after adaptation. For example, a
new annex with ancillary facilities had
been attached to Nos. 60-66 Johnston
Road to cater for the disabled lift, air
conditioning, escape staircases and
linkage to the remaining parts of the
podium levels. By combining the old and
the new, a more viable and economical
solution has been achieved and the new

After Restoration, the verandah arches were opened up and timber French
doors were reinstated.

and old spaces are mingled as a whole.
The existing elements such as the existing
staircases of the shophouses could be
preserved, despite that they were
inadequate to cater for means of escape,
but they could be maintained as the vital
part of the historical buildings.
Ground to Second Floor of Nos. 60-66
Johnston Road have been converted to
shop/restaurant use. To compensate for
the increased loading on the building, the
original roofs have been opened up and
replaced with light weight trellis, hence
allowing the third floor to become an open
landscaped area being accessible by
public, adding precious open space in the
middle of the congested urban area of
Wan Chai.
The original deteriorated timber floorings
have been replaced by light-weight
steel-concrete composite slabs to comply
with current statutory structural and fire
safety requirements for the intended use.

Nos. 60-66 Johnston Road abuts to the new annex that links to landscaped
podium roof.

Conclusion
The result of this integration of adaptive
re-use of historical buildings in the new
residential development is rewarding from
the cultural point of view, as it successfully
converted the degrading historical
buildings into dynamic and inspiring
environment and yet functional, in which
people can enjoy themselves and be
entertained.
New elements / additions had added
vitality to the historical buildings.
By
introducing a cultural use to the old
buildings, new life has been brought to the
street and the precinct has been uplifted
and a cultural focus has been created for
people.
The overall effect of this
residential development is rich and
meaningful.

also records the rich historical past of
Hong Kong, reflect the present situation
and respond to the potential for the future.
The collective memories of the social
history that are attached to the
architecture of the historical buildings are
enhanced. A dialectic relationship has
been established between the old and the
new.
This type of adaptive re-use of historical
buildings project is highly encouraged, as
they allow us and our future generations to
re-discover the richness of the elements
that have been there before. “There is no
future when there has been no past.”

With the integration of the pre-war
shophouses, not only it could conserve
architecturally distinctive buildings, but
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Integrating Shopping mall with Community
Mak Mang Tim, Timothy

Background
Three decades ago “wtc more” was better
known as the Palace Theatre with the
main entrance facing Gloucester Road.
The current Jaffe Road entrance was only
a secondary passage leading to the office
and the cinema. Recent renovations not
only provided the mall with new looks, it is
also a reflection of the changes to the
district over these years. “wtc more” was
established for 34 years and has since
then been an integral part of Causeway
Bay.
Over the years, “wtc more” had undergone
several renovations with the first major
renovation took place in the mid 1990s and
this recent one was already its second
major transformation. The renovation
behaviour of the mall is an organic process
and every change responds closely to the
development of the society, changes of the
surrounding environment and shopper’s
behaviour.
The developer has a team who is familiar
with shopping mall culture and has
handled the development and construction
of the IFC. The major difference between
these large scale malls and ‘wtc more’ is
probably scale.
They described “wtc
more” and the nearby malls as “a
community”. The IFC construction started
from zero and the size of that is large
enough to have influence rather than being
influenced by its surroundings. But “wtc
more” is in much smaller in scale and
needs to integrate with adjacent shops to
form a shopping precinct.”
The previous entrance facing Jaffe Road
had an external wall with a “flying saucer”
shape. This entrance, as built in the 1990s
were pulled down and replaced by a
square paved with tiles in the same colour
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to converge people and offer a meeting
area for them in the mid of Causeway Bay,
the busy, vibrant and congested shopping
area of the City.
This ‘Square’ is created to match with the
changes to district.
Jaffe Road had
different looks over the years. It used to
be the back door of Palace Theatre and
also a hot spot for street hawkers selling
food to cinema patrons. It would not be
appropriate if the square was built at that

time.
Recent change in shopping
behaviour meant that, there are fashion
retailers,
ice-cream
shops,
trendy
restaurants, and the popular “upstairs
shops” nearby. It is the vision of the
developer and the architect to connect
“wtc more” with the surrounding shops to
form a new shopping destination. New
larger floor spaces at higher floors now
created housed popular young brands to
appeal to the younger customers not
bothered by the new increase in levels.

The redesign of the mall balances with creativity.

Office in the day and retail in the night.

The multicoloured square at the Jaffe Road entrance links with the
nearby community.
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The Jaffe Road’s side of the mall is filled
with a more retail atmosphere, which
contrasts with the Gloucester Road
entrance.
“The main entrance at
Gloucester Road may be interpreted as
the passage to the office, a simple glass
wall is used to keep it formal during day
time. When night comes, the LED lights
behind the wall will light up and soft
visually rich pattern appears as the mall
gradually takes over the office’s presence.
This building feature plays a crucial role in
the renovation, lighting up the district
whilst drivers driving along the coast will
notice a stronger retail presence than
before.

A long escalator inside the mall improving the internal circulation.

Partnership with Tenants
The developer’s project team had previous
experience in working closely with
international brands when they developed
IFC and realized the importance of brand
image in the current market. Tenants used
to choose their shop location in the mall
based on amount of pedestrian traffic. But
now, discerning brands will demand more
architecturally interesting space with a
strong focus on external signage with
higher brand exposure.

Improved Circulation and Shops with special designs can attract appreciative tenants.

Early conceptual floral motifs.
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The design and construction of the
shopping mall is taken as the anchor
between tenants and consumers and the
project team balances the need of both
sides carefully.
The old concept of
“landlord and tenant’ is gradually being
replaced by a new form of partnership.
The project team works together closely
with the tenants as partners in this project.
This means the unique design of some
shops correlates closely with the active
participation of tenants, the duplex shop at
the main entrance is an example. The
façade, internal staircase and the plan of
the shop is a product between the landlord
and tenants design effort.
The change in mentality for shoppers in
terms of visiting ‘upstairs shops’ meant
that the idea of a more vertically orientated
shopping concept similar to shopping
malls in Shibuya Japan is more
acceptable. After the renovation, the area
of the mall increases from 160,000 square
feet to 280,000 square feet; majority of
which comes from converting office
spaces into this 14 floors retail hub with
restaurants, beauty centre and even
gymnasium.

Floral Pattern: Various floral patterns are used for the escalators, ceiling and the façade.

A new community is slowly taking shape.

Mak Mang Tim, Timothy
Member of HKIA
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East Extension to Suzhou Sheraton
Chan Lai Kiu
Since its opening in 1998, Suzhou
Sheraton Hotel has enjoyed a long period
of commercial success and great trade
recognition with its a w a r d - w i n n i n g
architecture, which led to an extension of
80 rooms in 2003. In 2007, the hotel owner
decided to further extend the hotel and
create a new product - a six star wing with
100 rooms of about 45 to 50 sq. m. - to
meet the competition from new hotels with
larger rooms and better facilities recently
built in Suzhou.
However, the only
available site is a small plot of land
previously used as an outdoor carpark
surrounded on three sides by unsightly
back walls of adjoining buildings and a
busy road (Fig 2).
Apart from the great challenge in building
the most luxurious rooms at a very small
site practically with no views, the site is in
close vicinity to a Sung pagoda - Rui Gong
Ta, which was declared as a national
historic monument. It takes tremendous
effort to convince the National Relic
Authority in Beijing that the new structure
of this density will not overshadow, but
i nstead, compliment t h e h i s t o r i c
monument. To avoid competing with the
pagoda, the new buildings are designed to
an eave line height of 18.5m and not to
exceed that of the highest structure in
context.

Fig 1. Rooms stacked to create terraces

Inspired by the local inward-looking
garden architecture, 3 floors of guest
rooms were stacked to create terraces,
each featured either with a private walled
garden or a sunroom over the ground floor
where the supporting facilities locates
(Fig.1 & 3). At the top floor, to reinforce the
concept, the bath tub is arranged into a
Chinese pavilion structure (Fig 4) in which
the guest can enjoy the experience of
bathing in a Chinese garden and at lower
floors, natural light was introduced to
shower cubicle (Fig 5) through slots.
Recapturing the poetic indigenous houses,
the guest rooms on ground floor are
arranged along a canal in the main garden
(Fig 6 & 7).

Fig 2. The site with no pleasant views

Fig 3. Private garden for rooms
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Fig 4. Bathing in the garden pavilion

Fig 6. Rooms along garden canal

Fig 7. View from a canal room

Fig 5. Natural light through slot into the shower cublicle
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To make due respect to the historic
monument, a new vista was introduced by
demolishing a block of eight rooms from
the old phase of hotel so that people on
street can enjoy a glimpse of the pagoda
behind the hotel (Fig 8). The structure
richly articulated according to its program
not only hides the incongruent modern
building at the opposite side of the road,
but create an interesting roofscape for
people visiting the pagoda (Fig 9).
Another design challenge is how to relate
this new wing of guest rooms back to the
hotel proper which is physically and
visually cut off from the main hotel
structure and blocked by an existing car
ramp. Making use of the corner feature
pavilion of the old phase which used to be
the entrance to a fun pub in basement, the
structure was converted into a reception
lobby for the new hotel wing (Fig. 10 &11).
The vehicular circulation of the hotel was
also re-modeled to relocate the car ramp
and to introduce more car parking spaces
into the basement. The austere white
gable end walls of the guest rooms sitting
on a rustic stone wall continues the
monumentality and the shutting-off
concept of the street façade of the existing
hotel (Fig 12).

Fig 8. Vista towards the pagoda behind the hotel

Fig 9. View of the new hotel extension from the pagoda
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Fig 10. Use of existing corner pavilion as reception lobby of new wing

Fig 12. Street view of the new extension

Fig 11. Interior of the new reception lobby
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Modernity in Transition
The Reshaping of Modern Commercial Architecture in Central
Shannon Ho and Edward Leung
Innovation in Reshaping Architecture
“We shape our buildings, thereafter they
shape us.” Winston Churchill, 1942.
As architects, we know our role in shaping
a better built environment for the people.
Good architecture accomplishes such a
task by creating innovative cultural
expressions to reflect our needs and
aspirations, which, as we should equally
recognize, are indeed shaped by our built
environment in the first place.
Within the context of the city, whether the
subject we encounter is as large as an
urban complex or as confined as a retail
premise, we are actually responding to an
urban environment together with a variety
of its inherent values, including visual
image,
community
identity,
public
interface, circulation pattern, collective
memory, economic contribution, market
function, development right and social
cohesion power.
In reshaping the architectural fabric of
Central District, alterations and additions
to existing commercial premises or
infrastructure, instead of wholesale
demolition
and
redevelopment,
demonstrate
our
city’s
innovative
rapprochement. The design team meets
the challenge of mitigating disruption to
daily activities by planning a progressive
transformation. The team promulgates
sustainable redevelopment by minimizing
construction pollution and maximizing
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reuse of constrained sites and embedded
resources. The team enrichs inherent
urban values by both reinventing the
public experience and readapting to
evolving market initiatives. Last but not
least, the team inspires both the local and
global community by pursuing innovative
architectural solutions.
Transition and Expression:
Prince’s Building
Familiar black-and-white photos of Hong
Kong always show Statues Square against
the elegant, classical façade of the original
Prince’s Building of 1904. One can
imagine bankers looking out from windows
onto the High Court across the city garden
and shoppers strolling under the deep,
high colonnades, protected from sun and
rain. Princes Building was re-built in 1964
in the form of an office above a retail
podium. By 1997, when the architects and
owner reexamine this 1960s building,
originally built to serve mainly as a bank
building but now encountering difficulties
adjusting to the retail brand market, we
find a labyrinth of straight, narrow
shopping corridors, unwelcoming office
lobbies and entrances, and rows of low,
dark shopfronts along the street not worthy
of the top retail brands they house.
The key architectural idea brought in is the
double-storey shopfront, already proven
successful on the high streets of Europe
and Japan for flagship stores of
international brand names but difficult to

integrate into Hong Kong’s familiar podium
typology. As a result, the entire retail
premise layout is reconfigured to facilitate
vertical extensions of streetfront stores. A
double-storey shopfront language around
the podium façade is devised to allow
individual expressions by retailers that still
merge with the whole as unified
architecture. Most importantly, the low
concrete canopy was removed and
replace it by a tall, glazed canopy, defining
a semi-public zone, protecting shoppers
from weather and offering a sense of
comfort by bathing the pedestrian route in
warm feature lights. Hence, a virtual
colonnade worthy of its princely status and
its historic urban function is effectively
recreated.
The alteration involves much more than
facelifts by new materials and lighting. The
phased progressive alterations include not
only a complete re-planning of retail floors
to combine narrow corridors into gentle
sweeping arcades, but also a
rearrangement of escalators and even the
shifting of escape stair cores to suit the
new arcade layout and access to
footbridges. More generous and visible
circulations, and more rental areas are
created. Support from the client in
renegotiating leases with anchor tenants
in exchange for enhanced usage and
image is vital. Innovative design solutions,
relentlessly modified and refined to suit the
logistics of moves and executions, are
critical to the success.

Prince’s Building of 1904

Prince’s Building of 2009

Footbridge System

Accessible and Inclusive:
Footbridge System
Central District in Hong Kong would have
been a paradise for a modernist urban
designer as a place where a “Vertical
Metropolis” is realized and actually
working well. Ever since 1965, when
Hongkong
Land
built
the
first
air-conditioned footbridge from Prince’s
Building to the Mandarin Oriental Hotel —
even preceding the multi-strata city cores
of Minneapolis, Montreal or Shinjuku —
Hong Kong has extended this popular and
convenient
pedestrian
system
by
progressively intertwining the lobbies,
arcades and atriums of commercial
buildings, spanning miles and now
integrating even upper-deck open plazas
and underground streets in the MTR. This
matrix of footbridges works wonderfully
because it knits seamlessly into the fabric
of nodal destinations, captures the
initiative of commercial institutes, and
answers to the natural urban circulation
and pattern, instead of being driven by
benevolent regulators or designers.
When Hongkong Land began to renovate
these footbridges under its portfolio, the
project presented the opportunity not only
to re-present this major urban contribution
to both the local and international
community, but also to advance this
historic aspiration to embrace modern
missions like accessibility and inclusion.
The aesthetics of modernist structures, as
recently rediscovered by the international
architectural community, are apparent in

Footbridge from Alexandra House to the Landmark

these footbridges. The original utilitarian
rows of dazzling fluorescent tubes from
the Connaught Road footbridges were
removed and replaced by hidden uplights
to illuminate the spectacular fish spine-like
skeleton concrete cantilever frames. The
ceiling of the open footbridge across
Connaught Road was re-cladded with light
patterns integrated into the succession of
ring structures by accentuating and
celebrating the dual directional route. As
for the enclosed glass-encased
footbridges across Des Voeux Road and
Chater Road, the glittering and rectilinear
quality was emphasized by introducing
square lights in rows and illuminated wood
ceiling panels, effectively creating an
upside-down picture as seen from the
street.
Improved universal access was
implemented in phases from 2000, in line
with the renovation or redevelopment of
connecting buildings, which included the
introduction of vehicle lay-bys on

Central Footbridge

streetfronts (as in The Landmark) and
adding mechanical platforms and ramps to
negotiate existing level changes along
arcades (as in Alexandra House). This
project won the 2005 HKIA Annual Award
on Accessibility.
Mobility and Convergence:
Alexandra House
The inherent awkward triangular shape of
the Alexandra House site recalls its
historic strategic meeting point amongst
the three surrounding thoroughfares.
When redeveloped in 1975, its integration
with the platform of the prime MTR Central
station directly beneath, together with
footbridges to Chater House (then Swire
House) and Prince’s Building, was truly an
innovative vertical urban node.
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Alexandra House

Central Footbridges

Initially envisaged as a light makeover, the
Alexandra House renovation project
eventually took on as a much more
ambitious scheme to reunite all the key
commercial premises in Central.
The key to a circulation node is the clarity
and smoothness of public routes. By
graciously devoting a generous artery on
all three retail floors along the diagonal
axis, and by boldly opening up two sides of
the façade as elegant, illuminated fin glass
walls, pedestrians can now see through
the arcades with a glimpse of the
footbridges beyond without the need to
read directional signs.
Alexandra House now acts as the central
node, providing seamless and universally
accessible flow from the MTR station
below and connecting all the major
footbridges above. The anchor retail
tenants capture the corner vistas and lead
into the central space, with cafes
overlooking the streets across the day-lit
double height voids. It surprisingly
achieves more generous public circulation
and yet a substantial increase in retail
area, while at the same time cleverly
repositioning routes and spaces.
The commitment of the developer in
engaging a management contractor a year
before site work was to begin allowed
meticulous forward planning of the
complicated
logistics
surrounding
substantial structural alterations and
escalator reshuffling, while ensuring that
the busy public circulations and office
operations were uninterrupted. The
architect’s proactive design adjustments in
terms of overlapping phased statutory
completions as well as progressive
physical adaptation of interface details and
interim provisions demonstrated a whole
new innovative approach to design.
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The Landmark Entrance on Queen’s Road

Spacious and Welcoming:
The Landmark
The commercial complex known as The
Landmark has evolved through many
phases in history, from colonial merchant
houses along the 19th century
harbourfront to the ambitious post-war
office towers that drove the success story
of Hong Kong as a commercial metropolis.
When the owner, Hongkong Land, started
to redevelop a number of scattered sites
around Central in 1970s — to the extent of
exchanging core properties with other
developers to assemble a large,
contiguous site — the vision was no less
than to create a complex with a large,
modern and generous day-lit public atrium
rivaling the best examples from around the
world.
Consequently, when owner and the design
team embarked on the task to rejuvenate
The Landmark in 2001, one had to remind
oneself of the historic mission of this site
and thus set the target to further enhance
this place as a public urban space,
connecting skillfully with streets and
footbridges to the cityscape and
interweaving seamlessly with world-class
retail facilities for the worthy enjoyment of
shoppers, occupiers, tourists and citizens.

The Landmark Entrance Atrium on Queen’s Road

One major move was to open up the
Queen’s Road frontage by extending the
grand public atrium through to the South,
ensuring the visual connection by opening
up a full-height retail façade on Queen’s
Road and reconfiguring the overall
cross-circulation pattern by repositioning
escalators and voids. The carefully
selected mix of facilities ensured that The
Landmark would become a unique place to
stay, shop and dine, providing an
exclusive experience to delight its users.
The growing trend for individuality in
shopfront design by name brands has
driven the complete redesign of internal
retail
frontages
into
double-storey
shopfronts. The establishment of a
modular giant-order framework not only
facilitates innovative façade designs from
these flagship stores, but also sets a
whole new language for name-brand retail
trends in Hong Kong.
The urban citizens of Hong Kong deserve
better planning of pedestrian facilities. To
further enhance universal accessibility to
the footbridge and inter-building arcade
system, and to alleviate the congested

The Landmark Mandarin Oriental

The AIG Building

traffic of Central, Hongkong Land was
determined to create a two-lane public
drop off/ lay-by on Queen’s Road, to the
extent of setting back substantially the
building line from the pavement and
pursuing
lengthy
negotiations
with
authorities.
The transformation of office floors into the
super-luxury 113-room The Landmark
Mandarin Oriental, with its spa, pool and
restaurant facilities, can be seen as a
revival of the original 1920s Hong Kong
Hotel, which used to welcome honoured
and distinguished guests including Dr Sun.
This boutique city hotel sets a new
hospitality benchmark not just for Hong
Kong, but also the rest of the region. This
extensive alteration had to be executed
with minimum disruption to users and the
public. The planning and phasing was
designed as a jigsaw puzzle to enable
staged shifting of public routes and
progressive completion of new spaces.
Inspiration and Aspiration:
Reshaping Central
The sustainable development of our city
demands an innovative approach to
re-appreciate the architecture, re-evaluate
the market potential, re-extend the public
benefit, and reinvent an adaptive design to
reshape our commercial buildings and
infrastructures.
Acknowledging the quiet and often
undermined
inherent
identity
and
capacities of our commercial urban fabric,
architects and institutes can implement
various ranges of alterations and
renovation projects to enhance both the
environment and experience in the city.
Projects
may
include
mundane
sustainable environmental schemes like
fire safety installations or sea-water
system improvements (as in Hongkong
Land portfolio from 2000 to now), the
reorganization and facelift of retail/ office
premises (as in Ruttonjee Centre and
Nexxus Building), or public streetscape

The Landmark Atrium

initiatives like revamping streetlights and
pavings on public streets (as in Hongkong
Land’s Cityscape project), the introduction
of public artworks in dedicated plazas (as
in Jardine House or Exchange Square), or
adding new strategic footbridges and
street-level greenery as architectural
expressions (as in the AIG development).
The portfolio of alteration schemes
reshapes existing properties into an
integrated city centre of the highest quality
and a thriving place for visitors and
citizens to shop, work and enjoy life. It
adds value to the overall Central
experience by revitalizing public spaces

and circulation routes. It benchmarks an
innovative approach for renovation
projects that integrate commercial success
with urban improvement.
The
community
looks
forward
to
inspirational but sensitive responses in
revitalizing the historic Central Police
Station compound, the Central Market site
and even the entire Central Harbourfront
in full recognition of our social aspirations,
environmental agenda and economic
development. The city is awaiting our
shaping and reshaping for better
prospects.

Architect /
Designer

: Aedas Ltd
In association with KPF and Hongkong Land (for The Landmark Scheme)
Urbis Ltd (for the Cityscape project)
Projects
: Princes Building Renovation (ongoing phases) 1997 – now;
Footbridge Renovation and Accessibility Improvements 2000-2005;
Alexandra House Renovation 2003 – 2006;
The Landmark Renovation (ongoing phases) 2001 – now;
The Landmark Scheme 2003-2006;
Hongkong Land Portfolio Fire Safety Improvements and
Seawater Improvements 2000 – now;
AIG Re-development together with New Footbridge and
Streetscape 2001 – 2005;
Ruttonjee Centre Renovation 2005 – 2006;
Nexxus Building Renovation 2006 – 2009
Developers : Hongkong Land
AIG (Bayshore Development Group Limited - Joint Venture of
AIG Global Real Estate Investment LLC, Capitaland and Lai Sun Group
Ruttonjee Centre (Property One Limited)
Nexxus (Mutual Capital Ltd.)
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Alterations and Additions Projects
Lotus Architects Ltd.
Alterations and additions projects are
great opportunities for reviewing existing
buildings and re-engineering its assets to
continue serving the community and to
address current concerns for better living
environment and assume responsibility in
deployment
of
resources.
Creative
response to project brief can, at the same
time, contribute to issues of a wider
perspective than the client's brief or the
architect's ego.
Our engagement with the Fook Lam Moon
Restaurant began during the height of the
SARS epidemic when even the Cantonese
culinary superstar felt the need to review
its arrogance with regards to dining
environment and hygienic concerns.
Nevertheless,
our
first
commission
permitted not much more than renewal of
interior surfaces with washable materials.
Within that limited brief we tried to
introduce more contemporary design,
using materials that were new to the
market at the time. The renovated
restaurant brought immediate business
rewards.
With improved business the proprietor
ventured onto our next commission to
renovate the exterior of the building
podium where the original wooden Ionic
pilasters and arches were rotting away.
We continued to help the restaurant shed
its traditional Chinese restaurant image of
mock western classical architectural
motifs. The new image proved to be
beneficial to the grandfatherly eatery.
Their market share began to extend into
new customer groups.

A GREEN MAKEOVER developed as part
of the $30 million plus alterations and
additions works which followed the skin
deep renovation works of the preceding
years. It was intended initially to only add a
new lift and improve on the draughty
air-conditioned environment. The product
of the GREEN ALTERATION AND
ADDITION WORKS to the Fook Lam Moon
Hong Kong became a model for the
upgrading works for their Kowloon Fook
branch. Hopefully it will also provide an
exemplary approach for enhancing
business whilst contributing to achieving a
carbon neutral and pollution free urban
area, respectful of natural resources
without compromising the life style we
enjoy. Its green impact on the design and
retrofitting of mega sized Chinese
restaurants, which is so much a way of life
for the Hong Kong community, would be
beneficial.
The largest energy guzzler of a traditional
Chinese restaurant are the air treatment
systems, the lighting systems and the
cooking facilities. The Fook Lam Moon
Restaurant in Hong Kong can be serving

nearly 500 people a day, all wanting a cool
internal climate to enjoy the piping hot food
in bright, even lighting so that they can see
their food, their friends' and family's faces
clearly. Incorporated in the design solution
for this top end Cantonese dining
environment, to ensure comfort and
well-being of the occupants, are the
following technologies and strategies:100% of the existing windows were
retained and installed with UV insulating
film on the inside face. Inside the window
wall panels of glass, coordinated with the
new interior design, were added to create
an air plenum to insulate the interior from
the extreme outdoor air temperature. In
the Kowloon branch the air plenum was
further fitted with return air grills located at
the top to draw the warmest air in the
interior back to the system at its source.
(image 1) Thermal controls located in the
immediate vicinity of the windows regulate
the performance of individual air
conditioning zones where maximum
fluctuation of temperature occurs.

The inherent nature of ALTERATIONS
AND ADDITIONS projects is that work is
done on an existing building, with the
premises sometimes in continuous usage
during the works. Whilst this can create
tremendous complexities in logistics
management, it permitted a educational
dialogue between client, architect and
user, each articulating their expertise,
concerns and desires as the alteration and
additions takes place step by step. Our
willingness to device and implement
solutions both in design as well as
resolving
operational
challenges
encouraged the client to continue our
collaborative relationship. Their increased
confidence in the consultant also
permitted more adventurous solutions to
specific problems that involved heavier up
front investment for long term benefits.

Image 1
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Image 2

Image 3

Image 4

Planning of meticulously coordinated
supply and return air grills resulted in even
and efficient distribution of conditioned air
successfully eliminated uncomfortable
draught. (image 2)
Existing water-cooled chillers were reused
in the Hong Kong Fook Lam Moon
Restaurant and retrofitted with energy
efficient
and
leakproof
supporting
equipments. On the other hand, the
air-conditioning system that served the
Kowloon branch as well as other retail
outlets in the same podium was
completely
renewed
for
improved
operational efficiency. Both systems use
Genetron 407C non-ozone depleting
refrigerants and they are provided with
variable controls.
Integrated design of ambient lighting with
LED, which is 20-52% efficient in use of
electricity, task lights in services areas by
fluorescent lights, 15 - 25% efficient, and
halogen lights, trimmed down to lighting
table tops within the dining spaces.
(image 3)

Planning of lighting and air conditioning
systems to permit zoned control. (image 4)
Conversion of diesel to gas cooking fuel
permitted the demolition of chimney
emitting polluted air into the urban
atmosphere.
Waste water reduction achieved with
employing UV tube air cleaner instead of
water scrubber at the extensive exhaust
system which typifies Chinese restaurant
kitchens (image 5) and automated lavatory
fittings. The high-tech kitchen exhaust
eliminated water usage and mechanical
grease removal altogether from this
process. Impressive reduction of smell and
air pollutants at the exhaust outlet is also
achieved.
Recycled wood timber flooring installed
without adhesive in HK Fook Lam Moon is
a Magnum Green product 100% certified
by the Forest Stewardship Council and
meet the CRB January, 2009 regulation for
eco
friendly
criteria.
Acoustically
absorbent waffled ceilings were created
with a composite wood product made of
European certified materials.

Although the upfront costs had been the
subject of traumatic debates for the
Restaurant shareholders, customer
appreciation
for
the
upgraded
e n v i r o n m e n t a l c o m f o r t and energy
savings,
evident
in
post-retrofitting
electricity and water bills, meant that the
Restaurants, established in the 50's, have
paid back the investments within the first
year. It proves that greening need not be
associated with compromise. Alterations
and Additions Projects are opportunities to
retrofit existing buildings with green
initiatives, critical in our substantially built
up city where buildings contribute 55% of
its carbon emission. OUR EVERYDAY
PROJECTS COUNT.

Image 5

Footnote : After the restaurant projects the
restaurant owner agreed to the installation
of green roof systems and UV insulating
films at his home for energy efficiency.
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葵涌火葬場擴展工程內觀

傳統上，一般火葬場給予人一種不安的感覺，

第二期則拆除現有火葬設施，並在原址建造另一個

溫暖的褐色及米色配搭，營造一種平靜及安穩的氣

這是中國人心態上對死亡忌諱使然。為了打破這牢

可以容納4個焚化爐的新設施。此外，這擴展工程

氛。靈堂前端設置告別講台，其背後建造一道特色

不可破的觀感，現代火葬場的設計除了須符合功能

更包括各項所需輔助設施，如靈堂、停屍間、辦公

牆，光線在嵌壁後柔和地滲出，視覺上製造高樓底

上的基本要求，滿足有關管理機關及法例上的嚴格

室、儲物室、洗手間及停車場等。

效果。在這莊嚴神聖的環境下，滲透出對亡者的一
種尊重，也使親友心靈上得到平靜與慰藉。

規定外，其設計佈局必須盡量人性化及與周遭環境
互相配合，以求打破一般人對火葬場的抗拒感。我

新造建築物的外觀設計盡量配合景觀，使設施

們在這個分兩階段進行的新火葬場擴建工程項目

融入周圍的環境和景物。其建築比例，體積、顏色

上，除謀求機能、實用及美觀三方面的協調外，更

和質料經過精心設計以減少對周圍環境的影響。同

致力營造一種平和的氣氛，務求讓親友在寧靜的環

時，靈堂的主入口避開現有的廠廈，更利用樹木作

境下追思已故的親人。

為綠色的緩沖帶，與面向現有工業區的一期大樓分
開。在靈堂內，天然光由上方側窗進入靈堂內，除

第一期的擴展工程為在現有葵涌火葬場範圍內

了提供天然光線作照明外，光線緩緩進入彷彿有燃

的草地，建造一所可容納4個焚化爐的新設施，

點希望的感覺。室內設計利用簡約的建築素材，以
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葵涌火葬場擴展工程內觀

葵涌火葬場擴展工程外觀

葵涌火葬場擴展工程內觀
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香港仔公共圖書館

香港仔公共圖書館大堂

香港仔公共圖書館兒童圖書館
牛池灣公共圖書館大堂

牛池灣公共圖書館

在這資訊科技日新月異的21世紀，圖書館不再是

作為標誌融入室內設計內。此設計概念既有美感，

激他們閱讀興趣，分別利用色彩來達成特定的功

古代只供人們讀書冶學，校刊刻書的「藏書樓」。

更可靈活性地採用於其後之圖書館翻新工程項目

能，不但讓兒童有着溫暖舒適的感覺，也可用來分

今天圖書館的服務功能、裝備設置等，更趨向現代

中。標誌分別為資訊、導航、指示及緊急共四種。

類、辨識、使兒童有更高生命力。兒童圖書館裏更

化目標發展，標誌著電子化、資料化、管理自動

特設一小角閱書平台配以掛上大型墻畫，根據獨特

化、資訊網絡化及交流國際化等。圖書館建築必須

第二期圖書館翻新工程，包括了花園街公共圖書

的主題，如閱讀園林、民族共融，體育運動等等，

是有效的(efficient)，有彈性的(flexible)及可擴張的

館、瑞和街公共圖書館、土瓜灣公共圖書館、駱克

透過多姿多彩的顏色，活潑生動的人物及動物的構

(expandable)。我們在這兩期為建築署所作的圖書

道公共圖書館、鰂魚涌公共圖書館、沙田公共圖書

圖，加上鮮艷的地台圖案及有趣的書架，劃分一個

館翻新工程設計上，除謀求機能、實用和美觀三方

館等六個跨區圖書館。每一間圖書館為當地社區提

讓小朋友活動及閱讀的小天地。

面的協調外，把每一所圖書館營造為一個舒適和階

供服務，而每一地區有其文化及地區發展，與其他

的環境，讓讀者享受輕鬆舒暢的閱讀過程及讓使用

地區有所分別。這獨特的地區性文化成為第二期圖

者方便快捷地取閱所需之書藉資訊。

書館翻新工程的設計元素之一。依據每一間館的佈
局，以該區的歷史圖片作為一幅幅墻飾展示在館

第一期圖書館翻新工程所包括五所跨區圖書館，

內，營造出一些懷舊獨特的氣氛，讓讀者在使用服

分別為香港仔公共圖書館、九龍公共圖書館、牛池

務過程中回憶懷緬及了解該區的歷史發展及文化的

灣公共圖書館、保安道公共圖書館及屯門公共圖書

演變。

館。設計概念採用了一名為SOID即Signage
Oriented Interior Design。以標誌朝向作為室內設

在第一期及第二期的每所圖書館均設有兒童圖書

計之概念。設計重點是以平面設計、顏色、符號等

館，使小朋友在一個富於活潑，有趣的環境內，刺
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九龍公共圖書館兒童圖書館

九龍公共圖書館兒童圖書館

駱克道公共圖書館電腦區

駱克道公共圖書館兒童圖書館

花園街公共圖書館兒童圖書館

駱克道公共圖書館入口大堂
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Asset Enhancement of Retail Properties
New Perspectives of Hau Tak Plaza and Lok Fu Plaza
The Link Management Ltd
Introduction
Over the past few years, The Link
Management Limited (The Link) has
carried out a number of asset
enhancement projects to optimise the
market potential of the diversified portfolio
of properties and rejuvenate their
shopping ambiance covering physical
structures, trade-mixes, customer services
and promotional activities. These projects
are planned and implemated by a
dedicated Project & Development team
supported by specialist project leasing and
asset management teams.
The Link has so far completed 10 asset
enhancement projects, with another 11 to
be completed in two years’ time.
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While Hau Tak Plaza, one of the
pioneering asset enhancement projects
launched by The Link in 2005, has already
been completed in early 2009, renovation
of its flagship Lok Fu Plaza is in good
progress and would be completed in
phases.

Hau Tak Plaza - Design by Aedas Ltd
Located in Hau Tak Estate, Tseung Kwan
O, Hau Tak Plaza is a retail and carpark
complex built in 1993. Comprises of East
Wing and West Wing, the plaza is adjacent
to MTR Hang Hau Station with link-bridges
connection to the neighbouring residential
complexes, thus enjoying potential quality
of shopper gateway, drawing in customers
from the nearby MTR station and other
neighbouring developments. However, the

previous physical condition of Hau Tak
Plaza was old-fashioned with plenty of
rooms for improvement in terms of design,
layout and trade-mix. The r e n o v a t i o n
p r o g r a m m e w a s t h e n commissioned in
2005.
Approach and Initiatives
Throughout the planning and execution of
asset enhancement works, it is the primary
concern of The Link to minimize
disruptions to tenant’s business as far as
practicable, by measures including but not
limit to the offering of alternative space for
temporary or permanent use.
In the light of bringing in fashionable and
impressive new face and shopping
ambiance of the centre, the concept of

“Dancing Ribbon” was introduced as the
main theme of the renovation project,
dynamically running through the centre
presented by the design elements of curvy
floor patterns and ceiling light features,
together with the characteristic colour
scheme. Various aspects of improvement
including the effective rearrangement of
layout and the introduction of trendy
arcade elements were reviewed. Major
changes to both wings of Hau Tak Plaza
includes the repartitioning at G/F & 1/F
shopping deck to improve the trade-mix
and increase numbers of shops.
Connective arcade corridors were created
from the link-bridges run through East and
West Wings to the access facing to MTR
station to improve the traffic flow of the
centre. The shape of atriums were

reformed to break the traditional
arrangement in symmetrical forms with
some modification to the existing skylights
to maintain portion of natural lighting and
introduce modern ceiling presentation.
A new glass housing with special lighting
features to the entrance hall was created
to achieve iconic and welcoming access
which is eye-catchable. Portion of external
walls were opened up with new treatment
to external façades to make more
transparent and wear new image. New
retail elements of advertisement panels,
services counter, shroff office, fully
renovated toilet provisions, decorative
lighting effect and seasonal promotional
venue space were all introduced to
enhance the shopping ambiance.

New Face
The renovation works was planned and
commenced in the end 2005 and carried
out in four phases. Although there were
many technical and statutory issues which
made the renovation works highly
challenging, the project was completed
successfully in the early 2009 and now
Hau Tak Plaza becomes a major shopping
and dining landmark offering our shoppers
with quality dining and shopping choices in
the district; that becomes one of most
prosperous properties of The Link.
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Lok Fu Plaza

- Design by Ronald Lu &

Partners

Lok Fu Plaza is the largest and one of
flagship malls of The Link. Having regard
to its market potential, asset enhancement
initiatives are being launched to improve
the physical structure and layout of the
shopping centre for creating better retail
ambiance.
Existing Layout and Structure
Lok Fu Plaza is a large-scale commercial
complex built in phases between 1983 and
1991 with a total area of approximately
60,000 sq.m. The Plaza is situated on
top of MTR Lok Fu Station and i n
adjacency to a publ i c t r a n s p o r t
i nterchange
thus
enjoys
good
accessibility.
The existing shopping centre is separated
by two heavy-traffic roads, Wang Tau Hom
South Road and Wang Tau Hom East
Road, making Lok Fu Plaza a fragmented
complex. The complex is divided into 4
blocks which are only connected on the
top level by link bridges. The site has a
significant level difference and hence
entrances to the centre are provided at
various levels. The Plaza has limited
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vertical transportation and no identifiable
primary entrance. The existing anchor
department store which locates immediate
above the MTR exit, has dominated the
centre leaving the remaining part of the
centre with unbalanced footfall. The
fragmented built forms, the inconsistency
in the design of different phases of
complex and the lack of identity of the
façade had contributed to a poor sense of
‘place’.
Building Design & Concept of Renovation
The project involves extensive re-layout of
the interior as well as redesign of external
envelope of shopping arcade. By creating
an image of one mall and one brand
concept, the anchor department store is
relocated to have the balance with the
other magnets of footfall like performance
venue and exhibition atrium, and the
identity of the centre would be given by
employing consistent elements for both
interior and exterior. A variety of retail
experiences including al-fresco dining,
indoor & outdoor performance venues are
to be provided. New icons and attractions
such as spaces for performance and
events would be instigated to create a

festive ambience at the shopping arcade.
The upgraded mall would be targeted as a
regional mall and to serve a wide variety of
customers.
A clear circulation spine was created to
improve the connectivity of the whole
complex. The journey into the new Plaza
will be started from a spectacular oval
entrance atrium at the centre, circulation
stretches north from the atrium to an
anchored performance venue at the end,
and extends south to a main exhibition
area at the other end. Introduction of four
‘Moments’ was used to create the
circulation spine, which also brings the
outdoor space into indoor areas. Based on
the theme of “Growing with Hong Kong” the unique characteristics of the city were
interpreted into design concepts as
‘Vibrancy & Life’, ‘Chaos & Order’ and
‘Light, Colour & Texture’.
‘Moment 1’ – Entrance Courtyard
The primary entrance facing Wang Tau
Hom South Road, the stepped garden was
changed into a gentle-sloped open plaza
which becomes easily accessible for the
elderly and the disabled. The entrance
courtyard has created a focal point upon

arrival. By providing both landscaped
open square and generous interior space
at the main entrance, an enhanced public
realm will be created. The front façade,
consists of clear glass wall, enables visual
connection to the shopping arcade interior.
‘City of Lights’ - vibrant colour fins with
special lighting effects, decorate the
facades on the two sides of the entrance
courtyard as well as the main performance
venue. The elements continue across the
road and become an enormous billboard
identifying the Lok Fu Plaza on the street.
The colourful fins further emphasize the
vibrancy of colour in creating a festive
ambience, which signifies the neon light of
Hong Kong.
‘Moment 2’ – Oval Atrium
The open space is decked over and
changed into an oval atrium at the main
entrance, which forms the focal point of
the building complex and becomes the
main nodal connection - where the clear
circulation spine begins. The new
enclosed air-conditioned atrium could be
used for all weather event space. The
atrium is highlighted by a prominent
bamboo sculpture at the ceiling, which
symbolizes the bamboo scaffolding, a
characteristic of Hong Kong construction
industry.

The iconic atrium will become a major
meeting point as well as a node for the
shoppers, creating a sense of ‘place’ and a
formal entrance to the shopping arcade.
‘Moment 3’ – Main Exhibition Area
The end of the circulation spine across
Wang Tau Hom East Road, where the
modest MTR entrance at basement level is
located, will be celebrated by a main
exhibition atrium. A new feature express
escalator will bring customers to the
central spine of the shopping centre and
connects the northern and southern malls.
‘Moment 4’ – Performance Venue
The ‘City of Lights’ elements on the
facades continue at the performance
venue across Wang Tau Hom South Road.
The venue is located at the elevated
courtyard at first floor where a stage is to
be housed. New glass façades are
constructed to increase visual connection.
Entrance portal with iconic tilted roof and
grand steps identifies the entrance to the
performance venue. Alfresco dining will be
proposed around the semi-outdoor space,
spilling into the courtyard, giving life and
creating festive atmosphere. The modern
design lanterns at high ceiling will also add
vibrancy to this unique event ‘place’.

Way Forward
Renovation of Lok Fu Plaza is in good
progress and would be completed in
phases to transform the centre into a new
downtown shopping destination in Central
Kowloon for shoppers of all ages and
interests.

Summary
The asset enhancement programme is
expected to deliver brand-new shopping
experience to our customers, The Link has
undertaken researches to gauge shoppers
and catchment residents’ views so that the
optimal leasing strategy and trade-mix
plan for individual malls could be
determined to satisfy our customers’
spending appetite. This, together with the
structural upgrade and physical re-layout
of the properties, ensure successful
re-engineering of the assets from the
perspectives of retail vibrancy and
sustainability,
By progressively enhancing a handful of
its properties, it is expected that The Link
portfolio could enjoy higher customer
satisfaction and stronger patronage,
alongside with improvement in investment
returns and provision of more job
opportunities to the Hong Kong economy.
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REDEVELOPMENT OF
HONG KONG SPORTS INSTITUTE
P&T GROUP

Figure 1

Figure 2

HKSI Headquarters Building

Figure 3

Multi-purpose Sports Hall

Figure 4

Indoor Swimming Pool and Athletic Track Spectator Stand

Figure 5

Rowing Boathouse

Master Layout of Hong Kong Sports Institute

Located at Yuen Wo Road, Sha Tin, the
HKSI complex was first completed in 1982.
With 26 years of service, the existing
facilities cannot keep pace with the
increased sophistication in sports development and elite training, both locally and
overseas. In view of this, the redevelopment of the Hong Kong Sports Institute
(HKSI) is launched to better support the
development of high performance sports in
Hong Kong by providing world-class
training facilities for elite athletes.
A new multi-purpose sports hall (Figure 3)
which accommodates a 12-lane bowling
centre, a Wu Shu training hall (Figure 9)
and three double squash courts convertible to four single squash courts is planned
at the NE end of the existing sports
complex with a new direct linkage deck. A
new indoor 52m long swimming pool
(Figure 4) is positioned adjacent to the
existing 25m swimming pool so that the
existing pool can be used as secondary
pool when competitions are held. A new
multi-purpose building (Figure 2) accommodating athletes’ hostel and HKSI’s
office will be constructed in the existing
outdoor velodrome, right next to the main
site entrance, to serve as the flagship of
HKSI Complex. A new rowing boathouse
(Figure 5) stands at the South corner of
the site where it’s closest to both Shing
Mun River and Fo Tan nullah for purpose
of close monitoring to training activities
and direct access to water via the nullah.
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Figure 6

Main Entrance to HKSI Headquarters Building

Figure 7

Communal Courtyard for Local and Visiting Sportsmen

Figure 8

Multi-Purpose assembly hall

The new and existing buildings facades are inspired
by the Spirit of Sports. Instead of conventional static
horizontal and vertical planes, the façade design of
sports buildings adopts a more dynamic composition:
a deep floating overhang in aluminum cladding at the
top, a slanting glass wall in the middle sitting on
reclining granite base at the bottom.
The new multi-purpose building is planned with
consideration to the adjacent neighbor and site
context. Instead of having traditional double-loaded
corridor arrangement, the hostel is configured with a
central courtyard concept (Figure 7).
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Figure 9

Wu Shu Training Hall

The existing sports complex will undergo
major addition and alteration and keep the
existing facilities for table tennis (Figure14),
fencing (Figure 16), badminton (Figure 13),
sports science laboratories, sports medicine
clinic and fitness training centre (Figure 15)
with expanded, integrated recovery centre
and coach offices for different sports. Upper
floors of the existing hostel wing along the
athletic track will be demolished to give way
for the new cover for the spectator stand.
(Figure 4) And the lowest floor of the wing will
be retained and converted for the use of Track
and Field, Triathlon and other facilities such
as first aid room and changing rooms. The
proposed redevelopment is targeted not only
to optimize the use of existing space, but also
minimize the impact to the environment and
the neighbours by reusing the existing
building and keeping the amount of demolition
work as little as possible.
Apart from simply renovating the existing
space for use, the aesthetic in the existing
sports complex is reinterpreted. Most of the
existing space frame which is the signature of
the complex is retained and will be repainted
to enhance the professional image of the
institute. The existing space frame at roof
eave around the sport complex is modified
with deep overhang and it gives a fresh look to
the complex (Figure 12). The essence of the
existing complex is retained and revitalized for
the athletes and the public not only to
reminisce the past, but also strive for the
future.

Figure 10 Main Circulation Spine

Figure 11 Overview of HKSI
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Figure 12 Facelifting of Existing Building

An elevated walkway system is introduced to provide a
weather protected and barrier free access among the four new
buildings and the existing sports complex. It also segregates
the pedestrian from the carriageway and cycling and running
trail at ground.
The redevelopment project not only brings different new
worldclass sports facilities, but also revitalizes various
existing facilities so that the overall design solution is well
balanced and optimized in terms of time and cost.

Figure 13 Badminton Hall after renovation

Project Information
Site Area

: 158,650 sqm

GFA

: approx. 95,000 sqm

Completion Date

: 2011-2013

Client

: Hong Kong Sports Institute Ltd.

Architect

: P&T Architects and Engineers Ltd.

Structural Engineer : P&T Architects and Engineers Ltd.
M&E Engineer

: WSP Hong Kong Ltd.

Quantity Surveyor

: Northcroft Hong Kong Ltd.

Landscape Architect : Team73 Hong Kong Ltd.
Figure 14 Table Tennis Hall after Renovation

Figure 15 Sports Science Centre after Renovation

Figure 16 Fencing Hall after Renovation
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Alteration and Addition for
Emperor Group Centre, Wanchai.
Barrie Ho Architecture Interiors Ltd

Wanchai, where the Emperor Group
Centre Building is located, is a busy
district packed with buildings finished with
glitzy facades, making it difficult for
pedestrians to differentiate and identify
one’s location. The petrol station in turn
became the most handy point of reference
along Hennessy Road.
Emperor Group Centre building borders on
Hennessy Road, Mallory Street and
Wanchai Road. Before renovation, the
visual linkage between the entrance for
the office tower and the entrance for the
mall on the other side was weak on the
street level. While the entrance for office
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tower was making a strong corporate
identity, the shops were not visually clearly
distinguished from the URA project across
Mallory Street.
To create a stronger visual coherence on
the 3 sides, along the 1.5m canopy LED
light belts were used to bring a continuity
linking the 2 nodal entrances and the 3
sides together. The facades were also
re-cladded with Giallo S.F. stone.
A mega LEDTV is installed on the exterior
facing Hennessy Road for corporate and
entertainment communications of the
Group. On the side facing Wanchai Road,

an animated LED TV is installed. On the
street level, vertical signages are installed
to punctuate the building block, adding a
visual rhythm. These all help the Centre to
distinguish itself in the busy and crowded
area, thereby creating a landmark in the
district, helping pedestrians to locate
themselves.
“Rain drop” alabaster illuminators give
definition to the façade above the podium
level, so that nothing is overshadowed by
podium signages at night time. The
i l l u m i n a t i o n a l s o h e l p introduce
pedestrians back to use Mallory Street.
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Shama Fortress Hill - THF (North Point) Centre
Cypress Consultant International Ltd. (Design Architect)
'Is that a new building? How come it's
completed in such a short period of time?'
A passerby coming out of the MTR
Fortress Hill exit exclaimed, marvelling at
a new facade that looks a bit familiar,
revealed with the scaffolds dismantled.
No. It is not a new building, but a serviced
apartment building transformed from a
typical, mediocre residential block of the
70's, plenty of which you can find along the
tramway. It seemed to be a matter of a
colouring exercise when Cypress was
asked by the owner to work on the facade
of the building which was meant to be their
major development in the neighbourhood.
But the architect had more in his mind than
picking pastel tints from a Pantone chart.
Studying the building site and the existing
building form, the architect listens to the
yearning of the architecture behind the
original facade. The siting of the building
at a street corner makes the massive
vertical shear wall face visible from afar,
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calling for a better expression of its
verticality, its very presence. The
cantilevered balconies – a legacy of the
post-war buildings of Hong Kong – were
begging for a way to reveal their lightness
and to have their corners freed. The
yearning was loud and clear – the
architecture wanted to be what it was once
denied.
Enlarging the fenestrations of the
bedrooms of the suites into arrays of large
picture windows, and having them
wrapped around cantilevered corners, the
architect has structured horizontality into
the two cantilevered facades, reinforced
further by the cladding to the window
heads. The verticality of the shear wall
near the street corner is enhanced by
aligning the edge of the corner windows
with the corner of the two uppermost
storeys setback for street shadow
regulations in the past. Finally the formal
structure of the architecture reveals itself –
a vertical mass sandwiched by floating
horizontal bands.

Problems arise with the piecemeal, tiny
windows beside the shear wall which used
to be the bathroom and kitchen windows.
The problem only worsens at night when
occupants put on their lights at their will
resulting in a chaotic collage of lit and dark
openings. An architectural feature in the
form of vertical frames was introduced to
structure the tiny openings. This airy
feature, though in stark contrast to the
solidity of the shear wall, form its valued
ally, reinforcing the central verticality of the
architecture. Concealed LED lightings take
over the duty of the vertical frames to
structure the facade when night falls.
Having revealed the inherent, yet originally
unfulfilled, formal structure of the
architecture, the architect turned his
attention to the finishes. ‘What materials
should be employed to have the
architecture renewed, yet blended in a
fabric of aged buildings?’ was the question
that occupied the architect’s mind.
Eventually the vertical mass and the
horizontal bands were respectively coded

with a colour reminescent of traditional
Chinese architecture – the ‘maroon red’ of
imperial city walls, and the ‘slaty grey’ of
Chinese masonry. The notion of ‘age’
interpreted in a nonchalant manner yet
with a subtle suggestion of nobleness.
Non-vitreous and unglazed extruded
porcelain tiles were adopted and preferred
over the vitreous options for they reveal
better the colour of the earthy materials
they comprise of, for the way they respond
to weather, as well as the way they age.
The way the colour of one piece of tile
being slightly different to another presents
a naturalness and richness unparalleled
by other more industrial alternatives.
Though the owner did raise concerns over
the soaked outlook of the tiles in rainy
days, the architect still considers the
unglazed tiles the preferred choice over
materials 'indifferent' to weather.

different seasons and at different times of
the day, the tiles present an ever changing
face, a richness to the like of velvet,
adding another dimension to the
architecture. An otherwise repulsive blank
wall was turned into an unfolding of the
beauty of the material and the play of light.

and arguably landmark, of the
neighbourhood can emerge out of the
ordinary without tearing everything down.

The 'podium' facade of the building was
ripped down to its structure to enhance the
shopfronts, with aluminium claddings
borrowing the same colour scheme from
the tower. Various restaurant exhausts,
spandrels and unwanted but necessary
structural beam at the apartment entrance
alike, were concealed using slotted grilles
which, together with the cladding panels,
contribute to an overall clean and tidy
framework within which the matrix of
various commercial activities unfold and
compete.

Completion : 2008

To add to the drama presented by the
maroon red colour of the shear wall,
profiled extruded tiles were used. With
different direction or intensity of the sun, in

'Is that a new building?' No. It may not be
a new building, but it is definitely a building
given new life, demonstrating that with
careful thoughts of the architect, anchor,

Developer :
Tai Hung Fai Enterprises Co. Ltd.
Design Architect :
Cypress Consultant International Ltd.

Cypress Consultant International Ltd. is
a boutique architectural practice providing
unique design solutions over a wide
spectrum of projects including domestic,
religious, commercial, elderly, as well as
hospitality uses. Cypress are also highly
experienced
in
transforming
aged
buildings to bring the best out of the
ordinary.
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HKIA Annual Awards 2008

President’s Message

With the increasing pressure created under the recent financial tsunami,
2008 was a particularly challenging year for our society; and more so for
our architecture industry. Dedicated architectural professionals deserve
due credit for their constant endeavours in these trying times toward
achieving sustainable quality built environment and the nurture socioeconomic growth.

Faced with the escalating demands of alteration works and rising community expectations, ''Alteration and Addition Works'' under the ''Special
Architectural Award category'' was introduced and open for nominations
this year. These submissions have to strive, within available resources, for
innovative approach to make a difference to the existing buildings.

I am greatly indebted to the Jurors and members of the Organising Committee for their sterling support and guidance. I would also like to offer my
warmest congratulations to the awardees and all those who have submitted their projects: for not only taking part in this prestigious Award
programme but also their contribution in architecture in Hong Kong and
beyond .

Anna S Y KWONG, MH, FHKIA
President
The Hong Kong Institute of Architects
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Jockey Club Creative Arts Centre
P & T Architects and Engineers Ltd and META4 Design Forum Ltd

Medal of the Year of Hong Kong
香港建築師學會全年境內建築大獎

賽馬會創意藝術中心
巴馬丹拿建築及工程師有限公司及MDFA建築師事務所

St. Andrew's Church & Kindergarten
CYS Associates (HK) Ltd

Medal Merit Award of Hong Kong
香港建築師學會境內優異獎

聖安德肋堂及幼稚園
周余石(香港)有限公司

HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity
Rocco Design Architects Ltd

Medal Merit Award of Hong Kong
香港建築師學會境內優異獎

香港兆基創意書院
許李嚴建築師事務有限公司
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Learning Resources Centre, Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education (Sha Tin)
Design Consultants Limited

香港專業教育學院沙田分校學習資源中心

President’s Prize
會長獎狀

諮藝

Ping Shan Tang Clan Gallery cum Heritage Trail Visitors Centre
Architectural Services Department, HKSAR Government

Special Architectural Award - Heritage
主題建築獎 – 文物建築

屏山鄧族文物館暨文物徑訪客中心
香港特別行政區政府建築署

Stanley Waterfront Improvement Project
Architectural Services Department, HKSAR Government

Special Architectural Award - Urban Design
主題建築獎 – 都市設計
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赤柱海濱工程
香港特別行政區政府建築署

Caritas Lok Kan School
P & T Architects and Engineers Ltd in association with
Architectural Services Department, HKSAR Government

Special Architectural Award – Accessibility
主題建築獎 –無障礙設計

明愛樂勤學校
巴馬丹拿建築及工程師有限公司 聯同香港特別行政區政府建築署

Skyhigh Creative Partners
SLHO & Associates Ltd

Special Architectural Award - Alteration & Addition Works
主題建築獎 – 加建及改動工程

Special Architectural Award Jury's Special Prize
主題建築獎 – 評審特別獎

天比高創作伙伴
何世樑建築設計有限公司

"Re-fabricating City" Hong Kong-Shenzhen
Bi-city Biennale of Urbanism and Architecture 2007
Hong Kong - Shenzhen Bi-city Biennale of Urbanism and Architecture 2007 Curatorial Team

「再織城市」2007年香港-深圳城市建築雙城雙年展
2007年香港-深圳城市建築雙城雙年展策展團隊
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Open International Ideas Competition for
Noise Barrier / Enclosure Design
Hong Kong has a high density of population with limited space
where residential area and highways are crowded together.
Noise barrier, therefore, becomes a solution to abate the noise. In
January 2009, HKIA in collaboration with the Highways
Department and Environmental Protection Department as well as
a number of professional institutions including The Hong Kong
Institution of Engineers, Hong Kong Institution of Highways and
Transportation and Hong Kong Institute of Landscape Architects
co-organized the Open International Ideas Competition for Noise
Barrier/Enclosure Design.

The winning entries of Professional Group are as follows:

Category A
1st Prize

The Competition invited members of Hong Kong, the mainland
and overseas professional institutes of architects, engineers,
landscape architects and designers as well as general public to
contribute ideas and concepts on aesthetically vibrant noise
barrier/enclosure design for future reference and implementation
by Government of the HKSAR.
To represent the unique city context of Hong Kong, the
Competition consisted of two categories for noise
barrier/enclosure design. Category A comprised Gascoigne Road
Flyover in urban context and Tai Po Tai Wo Road in residential
context; Category B comprised Tuen Mun Road in new town
context and Tai Po Tai Wo Road in residential context.
The assessment criteria were harmony with the neighborhood,
application of urban design principles, buildability, community
acceptance as well as creativity. The response of the Competition
was very encouraging, with a total of over 100 entries received
from Hong Kong, the mainland and 9 other countries.
Mr. Richard HWAKINS, the head of Jury Panel, said that the
entries were generally of a very high standard. Many of the
entries were works of art – urban sculptures that went beyond the
basic functional requirements to create unique objects that
provide landmarks assisting way finding by road users, and
enriching the visual environment of their locations.

Co-organizers

Highways Department

The Hong Kong Institution
of Engineers
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Environmental Protection The Hong Kong Institute
Department
of Architects

The Hong Kong
Institution of Highways
and Transportation

The Hong Kong Institute
of Landscape Architects
Award Winners: NG Sing Lam, Lancelot • IP Hay Fung, Stephen
CHOI Kit Wang, Archoi • LI Kwan Ho
Country/Area:
Hong Kong

2nd Prize

3rd Prize

Award Winners: Bostjan VUGA • Jurij SADAR • Sven KALIM
Jose Ramon VELAZQUEZ
Country/Area:
Slovenia

Award Winners: Marisa YIU • Eric SCHULDENFREI
Country/Area:
Hong Kong

Merit

Award Winner:
Country/Area:

Francesco LIPARI
Italy
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Category A
Merit
Award Winner:
Country/Area:

CHOI Chang Kyu
Korea

Category B
1st Prize

2nd Prize

Award Winners: Toshiyuki OKUBO • Natsuko KUMA
Orie NAKAMURA
Country/Area:
Japan

Award Winners: HUNG Oi Kee Agnes • Paul Kui Chuen MUI
Benny Chiu Ming LEE
Country/Area:
Hong Kong
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3rd Prize

Merit

Award Winners: CHAN Tak Tin, Ted • YAM Sai Tung, Tony
SO Chi Hing, Greg
Country/Area:
Hong Kong

Merit

Award Winners: Kristin SIMONSON • Carl ROSENBERG
Kanda SONG • Ruifeng TIAN • Ayodh SAMATHA
Country/Area:
USA

Award Winner:
Country/Area:

Jonathan D. Solomon
Hong Kong
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Photo Competition for
"Disappearing Hong Kong" Photo Trips 2008

1st Prize

2nd Prize
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Winner: YIP Shing -lam, Sherman

Winner: YEUNG Wai Fung

3rd Prize

Winner: LAI Tung Yiu, Stan

Honourable Mention

Winner: YEUNG Wai Fung

Winner: YEUNG Wai Fung

Winner: YEUNG Wai Fung

Winner: YIP Shing -lam, Sherman
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T he Legislative Council

1

2

Pic. 1~2 - Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre

Opportunities for Alteration and
Addition Works in Hong Kong
Prof Hon Patrick S S Lau, SBS, JP
As our city is getting older, there are many
opportunities for her to redevelop. Instead
of tearing the old buildings down,
preservation,
rehabilitation
and
revitalisation offer a more sustainable
development. It follows that the application
of alteration and addition (“A&A”) is an
important approach in the future
development of Hong Kong.
The execution of brilliant A&A works is an
art that puts an architect’s innovative mind
and resourcefulness to test. The recently
opened new extension to the Hong Kong
Convention
and
Exhibition
Centre
(“HKCEC”) by Wong & Ouyang is a good
example illustrating this. As the HKCEC
was running out of exhibition space, the
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
submitted a proposal to build a Phase III
Expansion to the Government. However,
this proposal was not acceptable for
further development in Wan Chai North
and it will not be possible to reclaim more
land in the harbour. In response, the
architect found an ingenious design
solution by expanding the steel and glass
atrium linking Phases I and II of the
HKCEC, using bridge-like steel arches to
suspend additional floors to accommodate
three new exhibition halls that greatly
increased more than 30% of exhibition
space there.
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At the end of the day, as Hong Kong is a
small, high-density city with limited
development space for development, A&A
also plays an important role in the
transformation of our built environment.
Moreover, the community needs additional
facilities which often have not been
anticipated. This is more so nowadays
when we pay great attention to
environmental
considerations
by
minimising the amount of construction and
demolition waste produced during the
redevelopment process, as well as
considering sustainability in our design
process.
In fact, one important A&A scheme that
has brought about great changes in Hong
Kong is the School Improvement
Programme (“SIP”) recommended by the
Education Commission in its Report No. 5
published in 1992. The SIP aimed at
upgrading the teaching and learning
environments of schools built to old
planning standards, so as to provide
additional space and facilities to meet the
requirements of the new teaching
curriculum. Moreover, the SIP offered us
the golden opportunities to revamp older
school premises in accordance with
sustainable building concepts, thus
creating not only a healthier learning
environment for our younger generations,

but also providing them with the best
environmental education by using green
facilities first hand. In other words, the SIP
promotes the adoption of the “Millennium
School Design” for existing schools.
During my HKIA presidency, fellow
Institute colleagues and I managed to
liaise closely with the Government to
enhance the arrangements of the SIP.
Whereas consultants in the original
Architectural Services Department list
approved to carry out A&A projects under
the SIP were mainly larger firms, we
managed to set up a new mechanism
whereby an expanded HKIA list which also
includes smaller practices to participate in
the programme was compiled. The results
have been encouraging and a number of
the A&A solutions not only meet the
additional needs, but they have in fact
improved the character of the school
building, giving them a sense of identity
which was lacking in standard school
designs. There are two good examples of
A&A project I have completed for two
institutions which not only added facilities
but also improved their environment,
namely the Chinese International School
Annex and the Hong Kong Institute of
Vocational Education (Shatin) Learning
Resources Centre.
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Pic. 3~4 - Hong Kong Institute of Vocational Education
(Shatin) Learning Resources Centre.

However, in spite of the successful
implementation of the SIP, the unfortunate
policy of school culling soon came forth
and the some of these renovated schools
were no longer in use. This illustrates the
importance and necessity of having a
sound policy complemented by good
coordination in the Government.
Another great area of potential for A&A
works is the conversion of old industrial
buildings for different uses. Many old
industrial buildings have sound structures,
but their safety standard or hygienic
conditions are far below standard. Given
the right design solutions to revitalise
these old buildings in compliance with new
standards, with appropriate incentive
measures from the Government to lower
the change of use premium, it is possible
to make good use of these buildings to not
only encourage the small and medium
enterprises to operate there, but also
transform dilapidated districts into clean
and pleasant areas to work in.
In fact, my former students have won an
international grand award for their
research project about the alteration of old
industrial buildings for commercial and
residential usage a few years ago. The
conversion of the former cargo terminal
building occupied by the Hong Kong Air
Cargo Terminals Limited into the new

7
Pic. 5~7 - Chinese International School Annex

headquarters building of the Electrical and
Mechanical Services Department, which
incorporated energy efficient features and
renewable energy technologies, is also a
significant success. These prove that we
can use A&A as a means to create a
sustainable environment.
The Government has now also launched
“Operation Building Bright” to assist
owners of dilapidated buildings to carry out
building repair works and this means there

will be many A&A job opportunities for
professionals. This work will also facilitate
the Building (Minor Works) Regulation,
which has streamlined the existing
building control regime in respect of minor
works and allowed the public to carry out
minor works more conveniently and
economically. I hope that this scheme will
be carried out with success and efficiency,
and I look forward to witnessing a
large-scale facelift to beautify appearance
of various districts in our city.

Patrick Lau
Prof Hon Patrick Lau is a LegCo Member, Fellow Member and Past President (2001-02) of
HKIA, Honorary University Fellow, Honorary Professor and former Head of the Department
of Architecture at the University of Hong Kong. Besides winning the HKIA Outstanding
Architect Award in 1991, he has also received six HKIA Annual Awards in the past. He is
also Chairman of the Tender Committee of the Housing Authority, Founding Chairman of
the Professional Green Building Council, former Vice Chairman of the Town Planning
Board and Director of the Architecture Centre.
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PGBC 2009 Summer Report
NEW PGBC Council 2009-2010
Chairman
Vice Chairs
Hon Secretary
Hon Treasurer
Immediate Past Chair
Council Members

HKIA

HKIE

HKILA

HKIP

HKIS

K S Wong, HKIA
Sam Cheng, HKIS
K K Choy, HKIE
Johanna Cheng, HKIP
Simon Ng, HKILA
Reuben Chu, HKIE
Edwin Chan
Franky Choi
Carolin Fong
Bernard Hui
Julia Lau
Patrick S S Lau
Stephen Lau
Edward Ng
Martin Tam
Allan Chan
Vincent Cheng
Victor C K Cheung
M F Hui
Maurice W W Lee
Peter K K Lee
Charles Leung
Kin Heung
Evans Iu
Kathy Ng
Betty Ho
Kenneth To
Serena Tong
Apo Wai
James Chan
Kenneth Chan
Chan Man Wai
Ben Chong
Dick Kwok
James Pong

The latest showcase of green high-rise office building by Shenzhen
Institute of Building Research, opened in early 2009
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CPD Seminars, Forum & Site Visits
April – July 2009
In the summer series of PGBC exchange events, experts and professionals
from Japan, Australia, mainland China and Hong Kong covered various topical
“application” issues about urban climatology, rating system, exemplary built
examples in the humid sub-tropical climate, sustainable urban living space in
high density context, and energy / carbon audit.
2009.04 Technical seminar:
Urban Climatology Application in Japan
Dr Yasunobu Ashie,
Head of Environmental & Equipment Division,
National Institute for Land & Infrastructure Management, Japan
2009.05 Technical Seminar:
National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS)
Stephen Hennessy, Accredited NABERS Assessor,
Director of Steensen Varming Australia Pty Ltd.
2009.06 PGBC + HKIA Site Technical Visits:
Shenzhen Institute of Building Research – New Office Building
深圳市建筑科学研究院 建科大楼绿
China Merchants Property Development Co., Ltd. – Shenzhen HQ
深圳招商地产总部办公楼（三洋厂房改造）
Fraser Place (The 1st LEED certified project in mainland China)
泰格公寓
2009.07 PGBC + HKIA Forum:
Bldg. Design to Foster a Quality & Sustainable Built Environment
Speakers from the Council for Sustainable Development, HKIA, HKIE, HKILA,
HKIP, HKIS and PGBC
2009.07 Technical Seminar:
Energy & Carbon Audits
Ir Dr Chan Fuk Cheung, Vice President of HKIE

A green adaptive re-use project: Central atrium in the Shenzhen Headquarters of China
Merchants Property Development Co. Ltd.

Urban Climate + Urban Greenery 2009

HK Green Building Council Update

Symposium: 2009.09.26

Conference: 2009.11.20

PGBC 2009 Symposium will focus on the aspects of implementation
and actions. Professionals and Researchers from Europe, Singapore
and Hong Kong, etc. will share the state-of-the-art know how on
applying urban and building interventions with a view to addressing
the challenge of creating healthy and low carbon living in high density
cities.

PGBC is one of the 4 founding organizations for HKGBC. The other
collaborating founders are Construction Industry Council (CIC),
Business Environment Council (BEC) and BEAM Society. On behalf
of PGBC, Kenneth Chan (HKIS), Reuben Chu (HKIE) and K S Wong
(HKIA) serve in the founding committee of HKGBC.

This event echoes the topical public engagement exercise on the
issue of “Building Design to Foster a Quality & Sustainable Built
Environment” being carried out by the Council for Sustainable
Development until end of October 2009.
This event is organized by the Board of External Affairs under the
chairmanship of Ir Victor Cheung. The CUHK School of Architecture
is the co-organizer. The guest of honour for the first and second
sessions of this symposium is Ms Anissa Wong, Permanent
Secretary for the Environment / Director of Environmental Protection,
and Mrs Carrie Lam, Secretary for Development respectively.

The inauguration ceremony and one-day conference will be held on
20 November 2009 (Friday). Come and support. Both international
and local speakers will share what green building council is and how
it may be an effective platform to help accelerate the market
transformation towards higher performance of sustainability in our
built environment.
The movement of Green Building Council is one of the fast growing
phenomena in the field of sustainable development around the world
in this decade. The US Green Building Council and the World Green
Building Council were formed in 1993 and 2002 respectively. The
milestone in some other countries / cities is:
- Japan Sustainable Building Consortium

since 2001

- Indian Green Building Council
- Green Building Council of Australia

since 2002

- Canada Green Building Council

since 2003

- Shanghai Green Building Council
(上海市绿色建筑促进会)
- Taiwan Green Building Council

since 2004
since 2005

- New Zealand Green Building Council
- Emirates Green Building Council

since 2006

- UK Green Building Council

since 2007

- German Sustainable Building Council
- Green Building Council of South Africa
- China Green Building Council
(中国绿色建筑与节能委员会)
- Shenzhen Green Building Council
(深圳绿色建筑协会)

since 2008

By the end of this year, new Green Building Councils will be further
formed in countries like Saudi Arabia and Singapore.
As an Asian world city, Hong Kong has to catch up – not only for
keeping up our competitive edge in comparison with other cities, but
also for the real need of accelerating our transformation towards
low-carbon yet high quality living environment that critically underpins
the sustainable development of our city as well as the health and well
being of our children.

Joint HK & Tianjin Conference for SB Conference
2009.10.23-24, Tianjin, China

K S Wong
PGBC Chairman, 2009-10
Vice-President, HKIA
Director of Sustainable Design, Ronald Lu & Partners (HK) Ltd.
kswong@rlphk.com

Following the success of similar joint conferences with Shanghai,
Guangzhou and Hangzhou in 2004, 2005 and 2007 respectively in
mainland China, the upcoming one will be held in Tianjin. Thanks for
Professor Stephen Lau for his continual dedication to organizing
these exchange events on sustainable building with mainland cities
on behalf of PGBC.
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Public to Caritas School

Students to Wetland Park
Students workshop in HKU

Students workshop in HKU

All That Glitters is Not Gold

Students to HKU

Rina Ko
Hong Kong is well known as a financial
centre. One might ask is money the only
factor which makes Hong Kong glow?
The harbour light show in Hong Kong,
which costs approximately HKD 44M, is a
synchronised building with exterior
decorative light and laser multimedia
display, featuring 44 buildings on both
sides of the Victoria Harbour of Hong Kong
accompanied by symphonic music.
Our architects create an amazing skyline
across the Victoria Harbour. Buildings on
both sides are usually the first thing to
catch people’s eyes. Is there a second
thought beyond the visual aspects? This
may be a simple question for architects,
but for the public, they may wish to know
more, for example, site history, design
concept, cultural and urban impact.
Architecture is a lot more than what we can
visually see.
Since the opening of our outreaching
centre of HK Architecture Centre (HKAC)
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in Peel Street on 6 Dec 2008, we are able
to reach the public in a more direct and
effective way. We received hundreds of
visitors each week and there are more
than 2000 people are on our mailing list.
They are from all age groups and with
different backgrounds. Among them are
high-school and university students, and
people from various industries, for
example,
education,
marketing,
information technology, accountants and
bankers.
During the past 6 months, we have
organised talks, tours and exhibitions with
different themes. These include “The
Making of Hong Kong” (Dec 08- Jan 09),
“Architecture Crossover” (Feb - Mar 09),
“Green Architecture” (Apr - May 09) and
“HKIA Annual Award Series” (Jun - Jul 09).
We also organise projects with
Government departments and charitable
organisations. We were commissioned by
the Development Bureau in April 09 to
conduct information tours twice a week on

Wednesdays and Saturdays in the Central
Police Station, the territory's symbol of law
and order since 1841, and a declared
monument in Central District.
These
walking tours target on upper primary and
all secondary school students. We hope
we will be able to raise public's interests in
heritage conservation, and in the
appreciation of colonial style architecture
in Hong Kong. Over 4000 students are
expected to participate.
We would like to express our deepest
gratitude to those who have helped the
HKAC. With their support, we are growing
faster and larger. Are there people around
you who wish to explore and discover the
value of architecture? Let us be the stars
of Hong Kong’s architecture and extend
our passion for architecture to the public.
Please spread the word and let them know
about HKAC. We warmly welcome
everyone’s effort to make our city glitter in
a more vibrant way.

Students to JCCAC

Exhibition - Sound Art by Jaffa Lam

Public to JCCAC

HKAC - Staff

Now TV

“Being a member of the Hong Kong
Architecture Centre has been a valuable
experience for me. I have learnt a lot from
the architects and other professionals who
have taken time off their busy schedules to
share their expertise with the general
public. I have taken part in almost all the
talks and walking tours of the Centre in the
past six months and I think that what
distinguishes the activities organized by
the Centre from other talks I have attended
is their multi-perspective approach. Their
talks range from topics on architecture and
heritage conservation to product design
and food culture and our understanding of
architecture is not restricted to buildings
alone. It is interesting to see how we can
relate architecture to other disciplines as
well.
The
office-cum-exhibition
space-cum-lecture room gives the public a
chance to chat freely with the staff and
organizers. I find that this ‘all-in-one’
space gives the Centre an air of
friendliness that is missing in more formal
lecture halls. The Centre has indeed
provided a channel for the public to find
out more about their city and its way of life
- E. Luk, High School Teacher

AGM 2009

“As someone outside the field of
architecture, I have to say it is really an
eye-opening experience for me over the
past few months witnessing the launch of
the outreaching centre, helping out at the
Central Police Station tour and joining the
regular talks organized by the centre. It’s
amazing to be able to see my city from a
cultural and architectural point of view,
while learning to appreciate the beautiful
things in the city which we often take it for
granted. Great job everyone and I truly
look forward to more exciting news and
events in the future.” - C. Ip, Public
Relationship Officer
“Ever since I became a member of HKAC
in 2009, through the HKAC design
workshop, I have opportunities to
participate the project of Central Police
Station as a docent, learning to know from
colonial style architecture to the tendency
for new building design of sustainable
green architecture. HKAC is really doing a
good job. I am delighted to be a member of
HKAC.” - G. Tong, Wine Seller
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4th Wave Conceptual Economy
Ho Kin Wai, Stephen
As a designer, we often face changes such
as demographic shifts, new technologies,
new user behavior and other environmental
considerations which shape our perception of
‘design’. It is important for us to see these
changes sooner rather than later to avoid
being blindsided and be able to develop a
methodology to scan the perimeter of
context. Similar to human vision, these
‘signals’ emitted by contemporary society
begin as weak signals at the periphery and
are difficult to see and interpret but can be
vital to the survival and success of our design
career. To comprehend these new shifts in
design and social changes, we must possess
the abilities and capabilities to identify these
platonic forces; to predict the eruptions and
be prepared for the ‘Brave New World’.
“If someone is hungry do not give them fish.
Give them a fishing rod and teach them how
to fish”. This ancient wisdom shows us, now
more than ever, the way out of the tunnel
that a mistaken idea of comfort, and an
equally mistaken idea of economic growth,
have driven us into. In the last century the
dominant idea, the idea generated and
propagated throughout the world by the
west, was: “If someone is hungry give them
fast food or a tin of ready-to-eat (or, if they
can afford it, give them a luxury restaurant)”.
Whatever you do, give them something that
requires no effort, no thought, no knowledge
of how to prepare food; something that
boosts the economic activities around food
preparation. To be more precise, give them
something that leads to a reduction in the
informal economies of self-production and
non-monetary exchange and an increase in
the formal economy where, to meet a
demand for food, there are other entities
(private enterprise or public networks) that
produce and deliver the services and
products necessary.” - Manzini, E. [12]
There are different ways to determine the
sophistication of a society. The overall
economic and standard of living is one;
environmental and social awareness are
another. A society which has matured into a
developed economy tends to become more
aware of the sustainable implications of its
actions. Over the past few decades, the
developed economies of the West and
Japan, having “arrived”, have increasingly
turned their attention to sustainability. What
began as grassroots activism has now
become
a
mainstream
concern.
In
‘Revolutionary Wealth’, Alvin and Heidi
Toffler have re-defined wealth from our
present day monetary system and predicted
the ‘new waves of change’ to our society
[17]. SE as a concept is just becoming hot in
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Hong Kong (HK), overtly discussed and
pending for positive actions. HK Government
held the 1st ‘Summit on Social Enterprises’
on 20 December, 2007; it acts as an
instrument in enhancing the profile and
visibility of social enterprises; and enables
the public to better understand the nature,
potential and challenges of developing local
social enterprises in HK.

and have evolved into almost all subject
areas as a guide to ‘… aim at providing a
high quality environment and healthy
economy for all the peoples of the world…’
[2]. The publication of proceedings in
UNCED, Agenda 21, has provided a much
more comprehensive outline of the possible
scope of sustainable development, and a
common framework of action for all countries
to achieve sustainable development.

An overview of Sustainable Development
Beginning with the last century, in response
to increasingly deteriorating environmental
issues and depletion of finite resources,
sustainable development has widely been
understood and emphasized in almost all
areas of the world. First coined at the United
Nations Conference on the Environment and
Development (UNCED), held in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992, sustainable development is
most
commonly
described
as
‘….development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own
needs…’ [2] Based on Agenda 21, many
nations have published relevant strategies of
sustainable development aiming at native
situations. From then on, the principles and
frameworks of sustainable development
have been defined and detailed gradually,

To address more intelligible and feasible
fulfillment based on different situations in
countries, Agenda 21 calls for all nations to
develop and put into effect their own national
strategies, plans and policies for sustainable
development, and to be prepared to deal with
the common challenges facing mankind.
Corresponding with Agenda 21 and
reflecting the Chinese situation, not long
after the UNCED, The Administrative Centre
for China's Agenda 21 produced China's
Agenda 21- White Paper on China's
Population, Environment, and Development
in the 21st Century. To make China's
Agenda 21 comprehensive, workable and
more authoritative, China's Agenda 21
highlights overall strategies for sustainable
development more concisely, including 20
chapters which can be divided into four
major sections (see Fig. 1) [1].

Strategics and Policies for
Sustainable Development
7. Population, Consumption and Social Services
8. Eradication of Poverty
Sustainable Development
of the Society

9. Health and Sanitation
10. Development of Sustainable Human Settlements
17. Disaster Mitigation
4. Economic Policies for Sustainable Development

Sustainable Development
of the Economy

11. Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Development
12. Sustainable Industry, Transportation and Communication
13. Sustainable Energy Production and Consumption
14. Conservation and Sustainable Use of Natural Resources (a)
15. Conservation of Biodiversity

Protection of Resources
and the Environment

16. Combating Desertification
18. Protection of the Atmosphere
19. Environmentally Sound Management of Solid Wastes

Fig. 1 - China's Agenda 21 Framework
As shown in Fig. 1, the concept of sustainability includes and is not limited to three major domains
- social aspects, economic aspects and environmental aspects.

Social Sustainability
Reflexive Modernity – Collective Approach
In Risk society: towards a new modernity, U.
Beck argued that the process of
modernization is gradually dissolving the
industrial society from the pursuit of wealth
and goods to a society organized around
unforeseeable or barely calculable risks and
the emergence of a more reflexive social
order. Reflexivity views as a product of
excesses, the destructive logic of processes
that are integral to modernization itself. By
questioning the production of uncertainties, it
acts as the ‘push and pull’ forces for action
and change. As modernization undercuts
modernization, reflexive modernization offer
a new way of thinking and engages us in a
positive mode of conduct with risk, change
and contingency. This model of reflexive
modernization is widely promulgated by U.
Beck, A. Giddens and S. Lash. With the
increasing impacts of ‘individualization’, i.e.
alienation, loneliness, social isolation,
increasing divorce rates and unemployment,
we are forced to construct ourselves through
the manufacturing of new certainties by
active negotiation at work, at home and in
civic political life [3].
Consumer Resistance – Individual Approach
Kalle Lasn the founder of ‘Adbuster’
magazine and author of the book ‘Culture
Jam : the uncooling of America’ (1999), once
said ‘…We all felt somehow that our culture
had been stolen from us – by commercial
forces, by advertising agencies, by TV
broadcasters…. It felt like we were no longer
singing our songs and telling stories, and
generating our culture from the bottom up,
but now we were somehow being spoon fed
this commercial culture top down..’[9] D. B.
Holt (2002) in the paper, ‘Why do brands
cause trouble? A Dialectical Theory of
Consumer and Branding’ outlined the
development
of
this
counter-cultural
resistance and identified two schools of
thought in understanding why and how
consumers resist in their daily consumption –
i) Reflexive Resistance: Filtering Out
Marketing’s Influence; and
ii) Creative Resistance: Consumers as
Cultural Producers [8].
In reflexive resistance, marketing is viewed
as a ‘distorted communication’ [7] in that
cultural engineers control the time, place,
information and mode of exchange.
Consumers act as prop and have no choice
but to follow the ‘magic flute’. This model of
consumer culture is widely promulgated by
Jeff Murray, Julie Ozanne (1991) and the
Frankfurt School, they envisioned a method
to react to such imposed social meanings
and termed these resistance strategies as
‘reflexively defiant consumer’ [13]. Consumer
resistance is developed as the consumer
becomes ‘code conscious’; acknowledges
the structure and meaning behind and sets a

distance away from the signifier. Once we are
at a distance apart, we are able to fend off the
imposed code and disassociate the function
from the sign of the object.
In creative resistance, Fuat Firat and Alladi
Venkatesh (1995) viewed the market as a
totalitarian system dominating contemporary
social life. Consumers are viewed as passive
inert beings and acted upon as object.
However, in the post modern society with the
increasingly diverse and producer-orientated
form of consumption, the marketer’s
dominance and power are threatened.
Post-modern
consumers
have
begun
gradually eroding the control from the cultural
firms by ‘an explosion of consumption styles’;
and eventually ‘liberate the consumer from
the market’ [4]. Post-modern consumer has
begun to break away from mass consumer
culture and market dominance by creating
‘alternate systems of making’ where they
produce their own self and culture through
consumption to suit their noncommittal
fragmented ‘nomadic’ lifestyles [4].
These ‘alternate systems of making’ can be
interpreted as ‘Design as metaphor’ [10] as
post-modern
consumers
are
actively
alternating and re-defining the signs imposed
by the cultural engineers; signifying a
resistance to established values; and
‘Material expression of alternative modes of
production’ [5] where the increasingly
self-productive consumption practices of
post-modern consumers are slowly eroding
the authoritarian control to free themselves
from the market with an action that co-exists
as reaction with equal but opposite force. As
cultural engineers push the envelope of
brand by injecting evermore ‘innovations’
such as ‘experience design’ such that a
paradox limit is created between how the
producers brand their products and how we
consume.
With the advancement of
technology, cultural engineers increased
their push and tap into the minds of
consumers by understanding their needs and
motivation. Coupled with the advancement of
information technology, consumers also
become equally more aware of these
techniques and begin to fend off these
embarking codes which call for new ways and
opportunities for innovation within the
system. New opportunities and business
models are generated from these new
behaviors, i.e. ‘changes in the way
individuals or communities act together to
solve a problem’ and new ways of living, i.e.
‘to adopt new ways of solving wide sets of
integrated problems’ [11].
It is important for a designer to understand
new consumer behaviors by adopting new
ways of solving specific problems; identifying
these patterns; and re-mapping the existing
system. To understand, we should be able to
‘observe’ the promising signals emitted from
contemporary society; ‘reinforce’ these
signals for re-emission and ‘predict’ the

re-orientation of society [11]. To give a better
understanding of the situations and to
comprehend the other side of the coin, the
evolution of an enterprise will be discussed in
the next section.
Enterprise
In ‘Third Waves’, Toffler (1980) explained the
development of human civilizations from
agricultural to industrial society and predicted
the rise of the informative society [16]. In our
contemporary society, we are constantly
bombarded by enormous offerings both in its
physical form and through other media such
as television and the internet. In ‘A Whole
New Mind’, Pink (2005) noted that our
economy has begun evolving from the
Information or Knowledge Age into a
Conceptual Age [15]. It is important for a
business to understand the requirements of a
product or service that deliver the ‘needs’ of
its contemporary society; the components or
elements of experience and to utilize different
models for designing and evaluating the
experience in the coming Conceptual Age. In
'Technologies of the Self', Michel Foucault
(1954 ~ 1984) identified four major types of
technologies [6]i) Technologies of production permit us to
produce, transform, or manipulate things;
ii) Technologies of sign systems permit us to
use signs, meanings, symbols, or
signification;
iii) Technologies of power determine the
conduct of individuals and submit them to
certain ends or domination; and
iv) Technologies of the self permit individuals
to effect by their own means or with the
help of others a certain number of
operations on their own bodies and souls,
thoughts, conduct, and way of being, so
as to transform oneself in order to attain a
certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom,
perfection, or immortality.

Production

Self

Sign

Power

Human Activities

Fig. 2
Since the dawn of civilization to the present
day, business as a form of human activity is
influenced by the evolution and interaction of
these four types of human technologies (see
Fig. 2).
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New modes of business
Pine & Gilmore (1998) sound the horn of the new economy and argued
that as services and goods become more like commodities, experience
emerged as the next battle ground in the economic progression (see
Fig. 3). Each of these economic shifts came about because of three
important factors: affluence; technology and globalization [14].

Producer

Consumer

SYSTEM of MAKING

Fig. 5
In the 3rd wave service economy, tangible goods and intangible service
are delivered on demand with customization and quality and about
process, i.e. total quality management (TQM), Just-in-time, lean
management, six sigma, mass customization etc. (see Fig. 6).

Producer

Consumer

Fig. 6
Fig. 3 – Pine and Gilmore’s Economic Distinctions
In the 1st wave agrarian economy, commodities are fungible, directly
extracted from nature and stored in bulk. Man depends heavily on
nature and the technology of the production is simple and direct (see
Fig. 4). Concepts of time and space are eternal but static.

In the 4th wave experience economy is about stage, memory and
sensation propelled by the ever changing of new technologies, talents
and tolerance of a society (see Fig. 7). In the informative age, the life
span of knowledge, authority, truth and belief have drastically
compressed. Our relationship with time has changed from
synchronization to de-synchronization and the line between producer
and consumer has blurred which gives rise to a new class of ‘prosumer’,
i.e. producer-consumer [16 & 17]. As designer, it is important for us to
comprehend the emerging trends of the prosumer economy by Alvin
Toffler –
i)

Technologies of Production

Prosumers perform unpaid work through ‘third jobs’ and self-service
activities;

ii) Prosumers buy capital goods from the money economy;
iii) Prosumers lend their tools and capital to users in the money
economy;

Producing

Consuming

iv) Prosumers ‘marketize’ products, services and skills;
v) Prosumers also ‘de-marketize’ products or services;
vi) Prosumers create value as volunteers;

Fig. 4
In the 2nd wave industrial economy, goods are standardized, tangible
and about production, i.e. mass production, ‘Fordism’ etc. Concepts of
time and space have changed dramatically. Synchronization of
production, space and culture has transformed the ways of living to
mass production, mass education, mass media, mass culture and mass
belief (see Fig. 5).
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vii) Prosumers provide valuable free information to for-profit companies;
viii) Prosumers increase the power of consumers in the money
economy;
ix) Prosumers accelerate innovation;
x) Prosumers rapidly create knowledge, disseminate it and store it in
the cyberspace for use in the knowledge-based economy; and
xi) Prosumers raise children and reproduce the labour force. [17]

Wolf (1999) argued that entertainment is one of the key factors and a
major contributor to the success of a competitive business. It is
important to understand ‘having fun’ and appreciate the full potential of
‘fun-focused’ consumers [18]. In ‘A Whole New Mind’, Pink (2005)
argued that with the abundance of goods and service; everything can
be outsourced; and with advancement of automation technology,
creativity becomes the only competitive difference that differentiate
commodities. He concludes with six essential aspects for a business to
be successful in the Conceptual Age [15].
DESIGN – STORY – SYMPHONY – EMPATHY – PLAY – MEANING
In the conceptual economy, the focus has gradually shifted from the
technologies of production and sign to the technology of the self (see
Fig. 8).

2nd wave industrial economy

Production

Fig. 7
In ‘The Experience Economy’, Pine and Gilmore further elaborated the
idea of selling goods and services in a mass customization economy, is
similar to a theatre set, the offerings and customers act as props [14].
For competitive product or service to differ from one another, it relies
more and more on the intangible ingredients such as memorable events
or good experiences associated with it. For a business to charge
‘admission’ over the tangible value of a good or service, the customers
must be drawn into the offerings and feel memorable, sensation and
well-being. Creating experiences will become a major trend and top
priority for business in the new economy as it will create opportunities
for a new business model. One should fully understand and differentiate
the fundamental differences between different business models these
are –
i) Commodity business which provides undifferentiated products;
ii) Good business which provides distinctive tangible products;
iii) Service business which provides activities to perform;
iv) Experience business which provides feeling and sensation; and
v) Transformation business which provides benefits to the customer
during the experience.

Self

4th wave conceptual economy

Sign

3rd wave service economy

Power

Human Activities

Fig. 8
Ho Kin Wai Stephen (e-mail: hokwstephen@hkia.net)
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Rehabilitation Power
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Contemporary Chinese Architecture
in Transformation
Book Reviews : Building a Revolution - Chinese Architecture Since 1980
(2009 Chinese Edition) and Building Practice in China (2009)
Hing-wah Chau
As indicated by the author, Charlie Xue, the
book Building a Revolution: Chinese
Architecture Since 1980, instead of being
another “coffee-table” book, is intended to fill
the void of lacking books on “touching the
essence of contemporary China and its
architecture”.(1) In fact, the three books
written by the same author: Building Practice
in China (1999 & 2009), Building a Revolution: Chinese Architecture Since 1980 (2006
& 2009 Chinese edition) and The Global
Impact: Overseas Architectural Design in
China (2006 Chinese edition) can be considered as a series of discussion, reviewing the
contemporary Chinese architecture from
various perspectives.

Fig. 1 - Building A Revolution : Chinese
Architechure Since 1980

Fig. 2 - Building Practice in China

China is widely recognized as the largest
construction site in the world. The impressive
pace of construction, the alarming quantity of
buildings completed, the massive scale of
building structures and the iconic architecture for the 2008 Olympics in China attract
international attention as a focus of enquiry.
In response to such huge building boom,
there is recently a trend for publishing
“coffee-table” books with attractive images
on some prominent works in China; however,
in-depth analytical studies on contemporary
Chinese architecture illustrating the historical background and social context are rare.
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When the bilingual book Building Practice in
China was first published in 1999, it really
served as a timely reference for architectural
practitioners to have an overview on the
relevant system and policies of building
industry in mainland China. Due to the
dramatic changes in China during the past
ten years, it is now an appropriate time for
publishing a new edition offering updated
information for reference. The release of the
Chinese edition of Building a Revolution in
2009, together with an updated chronicle of
major events in Chinese architecture
covering the period from 1980 to 2008, can
also present to the vast number of Chinese
readers a clear picture of the latest development.
As highlighted in the preface of Building
Practice in China, in order to have a better
understanding of the formation and rationale
behind Chinese architecture, one has to be
“cognizant of the powerful systems, policies
and regulations.”(2) Similarly, Building a
Revolution also points out a crucial
direction that: “social context has a
profoundly important influence on
architecture…architecture text epitomizes a
society’s culture and its time…a profound
understanding of the culture and spirit of an
era can help us to more fully evaluate its
architecture.”(3) Although the book title of
Building a Revolution indicates that the
content is focusing on the architectural
development in China since 1980, it is
noteworthy for the author to trace the
evolution back to the early twentieth century.
As a matter of fact, China experiences a
remarkable transformation during the last
century, from an imperial dynasty to a
modernizing
power
with
exponential
economic
growth.
Besides,
historical
context, economic change and foreign
influence also closely affect the architectural
design approach in China.

Since the 1920s, after the return of a number
of Chinese architectural students graduated
overseas, especially from the University of
Pennsylvania in US, the Beaux-Arts teaching
programme and design method, originated
from France in the 19th century, had been
absorbed into China, influencing the
adoption of eclectic approach in modern
Chinese architecture.
After the establishment of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949, the post-war
architecture in national form with socialist
content emerged under Mao Zedong’s
leadership, incorporating the Beaux-Arts
models with political symbolism as fully
exemplified in the Ten Grand Projects in
Beijing completed in 1959 for the celebration
of the tenth National Day.
In the 1980s, China adopted the open-door
policy under Deng Xiaoping’s reform, shifting
from a planned economy into a market
economy,
attracting
new
investment,
technology and information, fostering
modernization in China. In view of globalization and internationalization, there was a
tendency to imitate traditional styles in
architecture under the influence of postmodernism.
As a result of the open-door policy, considerable amount of foreign architects have been
given commissions in China and their
architectural interaction with Chinese
architects is unprecedented. After the entry
into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in
2001, the architectural market in China
becomes more open to foreign participation.
Importation of ideas and practices from the
West facilitates cross-cultural dialogue in
architecture, broadening the horizons of
Chinese architectural practitioners, cultivating the sensibility towards cultural difference
and promoting the reflection of own tradition.
In the 1990s, the re-institution of professional registration system for architects in
China initiated a fundamental change in
architectural practice, allowing the coexistence of traditional design institutes and
private practice. Apart from the change in the
policy, the continuous economic success,
the liberalization in market economy, the
expanding bourgeoisie in the society as well
as the existence of design-oriented developers and entrepreneurs encourage young
architects to explore in experimental
architecture.
Building a Revolution not only provides an
overview on the development of contemporary Chinese architecture, but also includes
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Old City at Kashgar

2

Mosque at Old City

3
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Destroy Not the Landmarks of Our Forefathers
Margaret Chow
Unlike the real adventurers, I did not arrive
at Kashgar - a Silk Road outpost city in
Xinjiang, China - on a camel. Instead, I
reached the Uygur city cocooned in a 30seater coach on 9.5.2009. With only 17
travellers, including a guide and a driver,
the coach had plenty of leg room and
unhindered window views. Nonetheless,
the 11-hours-or-so vehicular journey from
Hotan to Kashgar was sufficiently exhausting to give me a fresh appreciation for
yester years’ pioneers and traders. They
must have been hardy enough to endure
the long arid distance, often taking months
to traverse and with far less creature
comfort.
Although I was covered with sandy dust at
the end of the coach ride, thanks to a good
irrigation system, the desert country was
pleasantly green. Any water source be it a
river or surface runoff from a melting
glacier was all channeled to where plants
were cultivated. Lines of poplar trees
acting as wind breaks were a common
sight; walnut trees dotted in wheat fields
co-existed with grape orchards.
My fellow travel companions came from
Canada, Holland, U.K. and U.S.A. Gone
were the days when being Chinese implied
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one knew something more about China
than the non-Chinese. Some of my
Putonghua-speaking companions have
mastered the 4 tones far better than my
Cantonese lilt. Not to mention they had
also been to more Chinese provinces than
this writer.
Kashgar was noticeably being modernized. However, recently constructed
buildings had little to distinguish them from
those erected in other parts of China. Most
were medium rises with flushed facades
punctuated
by
predictable
window
openings at regular intervals. We were
jolted from our indifference when greeted
by the ‘Old City.’ At first sight it was a
homogenous mound of earthy outcrop
built of indigenous mud brick. Upon closer
examination, the Old City had opened up a
whole new dimension that was well worth
exploring and had unequivocally made my
day. (photo 1)

places as both are immersed in Islamic
architecture. A stroll down the Old City
streets provides an understanding of the
daily activities of the inhabitants. To make
room for the Muslim worshipers, prayer
mats spread in front of a Mosque were
extended to an adjacent spice shop.
(photos 2 and 3) In no way did the
commercial dealings of the spice shop or
frequent passers-by deter the faithful
Muslims in carrying on with their prayers.
There was also a bicycle repair shop that
operated on the “waste not, want not”
principle. Deflated tires, bent fenders, etc.
were all salvaged and put to good use.
(photo 4) Our guide bemoaned the fact
that a good portion of the Old City was
demolished almost overnight to make way
for the infrastructure and modern development. Fabric stores, copper ware stores,
etc. were slowly but surely being moved to
new shopping premises away from the Old
City neighbourhood.

“The Kite Runner”, written by Khaled
Hoesseini, was such a bestseller that it
inspired a film to be made. Albeit the story
was based in Afghanistan, for various
reasons the movie was filmed in Kashgar.
This substitute location spoke volumes
about the similarities between the two

Poised ladies draped in black burkas
created a marked contrast from the
vivacious children running along the
narrow alley-ways. (photo 5) The little
ones were uninhibited in posing for photo
shoots. They jostled to see the digitized
images taken of them with excitement and
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Workshop on roof level
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Ornate wall decoration

relish. (photo 6) All of us – the outsiders -were itching with curiosity to see where the
covered up ladies and smiling urchins
lived. We were not disappointed when our
guide in his perfect Uygur dialect solicited
an elderly home-returning gentleman to
allow all 16 of us, sans driver, to have a
peep at his abode. He most magnanimously flung open his front door and
welcomed us in.
Upon crossing the threshold, we entered a
modest courtyard boasting a pomegranate
tree amongst other greenery. Beautiful
carvings could be seen all over the balustrades, columns and cornices that framed
and supported the open-air courtyard.
(photo 7 and 8) On two sides of the rectangular house was an L-shaped, three-tiered
habitable space. On the other two sides
were a party wall and the entrance wall.
A half basement sunken into the ground
was used as bedrooms during summer.
The above-ground rooms served as living
quarters. Every inch of the living quarters
was carefully and lovingly decorated.
Wall-to-wall carpets covered the floor.
Ornate alcoves housing an assortment of
teapots, cups and saucers dominated the
walls. Floral joists with fluted panels
sealed off the ceiling. The flat roof had a
carpentry room where tools and work area
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Table overflowing with goodies

might be spilled into the open portion of
the roof. (photo 9) This particular household had certainly epitomized the architectural WOW factor where a nondescript
brown and bland exterior belied a domestic hideaway sensitively and sensibly
designed to provide rest for the weary.
A few paces down the alley we were
further invited into another domicile. Once
again the ubiquitous timber front portal
opened into an oasis-like enclosed
courtyard. Little did we realize the gracious
hostess had laid out a table full of goodies
to total strangers like us. Nan bread, fruit,
nuts, local pastries and fragrant tea - what
extraordinary generosity! (photo 10) We
were understandably touched but declined
to impose ourselves on the good hostess.
To me the element of surprise often touted
as an architectural punch line surely does
not apply to architectural features alone,
spontaneous kind gestures by users and
occupants of the architectural spaces
usually are the true originators of such
surprises.
Before taking leave from my punishing
Hong Kong working schedule to Xinjiang, I
was inundated with Heritage information,
for instance: the Queen’s Pier, King Yin
Lei Mansion, Hollywood Road Police
Quarters, etc. It is certainly encouraging to

see positive measures taken by both the
private and public sectors on the adaptive
reuse of historical buildings. However, the
balancing act we face in Hong Kong in
charting an agreeable way to preserve our
heritage is by no means unique. Further
afield in Kashgar, the battle is also raging
in keeping intact a part of the Uygur
heritage that means so much to so many.
What’s more, to the Uygurs it is not only
about stand-alone historical buildings
interspersed into an urban fabric. Rather,
the whole way of Uygur living has been
undergoing unprecedented changes.
It’s hard to say whether the historical Old
City or what’s left of it would withstand the
test of time. But having actually wandered
through the alleys, mingled with the
children, being invited to eat at a table
overflowing with goodies, I would hate to
see this landmark of our forefathers
destroyed and banished to obscurity. Do
go and see it first hand if you haven’t done
so yet!

Margaret Chow is a fellow member of
the HKIA. She graduated from the
Architectural Association School of
Architecture and is currently working for
the Buildings Department.
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Adaptation, Addition and Alteration
Alex Lui
Jane Jacobs in her book ‘The Death and Life of Great American Cities’ pointed out ‘At any particular place and
time, under the given circumstances of regulations, technology, and financing, some particular way of packing
dwellings on to the land is apt to be the most efficient way.’ She attributed this to be one of the causes of
monotonous urban environment, because it could lead to standardization in building design for the whole
neighborhood. She also observed that ‘As soon as the range and number of variations in buildings decline,
the diversity of population and enterprises is too apt to stay static or decline, instead of increasing.’
The above phenomenon is still found in many cities, including our own. Since tearing old buildings down and
replacing them with new ones has been the mainstay in Hong Kong, we have lost the variety found in many
old buildings. Not only would the urban scenes become monotonous, urban functions would be more limited
due to a lack of diversity in spaces to accommodate different activities. We must realize vibrant urban life
depends on a wide array of mixed uses to co-exist and a variety of buildings to accommodate them. These
two examples in rural Tai Po and bustling urban Mongkok represent unorthodox approaches adopted by local
residents and businesses to adapt, add and alter their own buildings to satisfy the changing needs for
themselves and for the neighborhood. Direct involvement by users in shaping their own spaces has brought
interesting reliefs and variety to our urban scenes.
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